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COPYRIGHT: "MI 1990

Material may not be reproduced either in whole or
in part without the prior consent of the copyright
holders. "ACCT club members may freely reproduced
material for their own use. No payment can be made
for any material selected for publication.

PRODUCTIGI HEI'IIH)

NACCI is typeset, produced, edited and laid out
using, Protext, Promerge, Prospell, HicroDesign
Plus on the CPC 6128 and printed using an Epson
Stylus 300 InkJet Printer (with the help of a PC.)

IADCI is printed and collated by: PmntaPrint!
134 Foregate Street, Chester CHI lI-IB 01244 313222

NAOCI is distributed by the Dwerryhouse family and
we all say happy 100th HACCL

HAOCI: The club for Amstrad CPC computer owners.

FRONT DOVER: Paul Dwerryhouse.

nos HOFFATT, —————————————

Pending new address.
Hasterfile III, Hastercalc
Qualitas and Protext.

FRANK FROST, 01933 382197
Isle of Wight, 4pm to 10pm
VDE, CP/M, Protext and
HACCI Services.

MALCOLM BRABBIN, 01502 716344, Suffolk
8pm to 11pm but not Saturdays. Basic programing.

IAN NEILL, 01926 337708, 6pm to 10pm, Warwickshire
Eprom blowing, Hardware, Electronics and more.

MARK STEWART, 01773 822599, Belper, 8pm to 10pm,
PAH Adventure Creator, Basic and general help.

NIGEL MELLS, 01784 211734, Asbford, tape to disc
problems, Basic programming and a general natter.

NIKE LVONS, 01942 259942, Higan, Basic, Stop Press
Dk'tronics Speech Synth and help with Dawn.

STUART ”SWINE, 0272 331361, Bristol, Basic,
Machine code, PD Discs 19 to 36.

JOHN HUDSON, 01454 423252, Huddersfield. H011,
CP/H, Hordstar/Newword, dBASE, CP/H PD, CPC-PCH-PC

JOHN BORLEV, 01733 702153, Peterborough.
PD/Book Libraries and HACCI OHBUDSHAN.

CLIVE JACKSON, Cobol, Basic, Bankman, Sorting,
File Handling and Applications programming.
37 Essex Road, Stamford, Lines, PE9 lLG

NIGEL CALLCUTI', 01664 481705 Melton Howbray.
Technical advice, hardware and CPC repairs.
Nigel is available 7pm to 10pm these days.

RICHARD AVERY, Tasword 464, GPaint, Another World.
35 Marlborough View, Cove, Farnborough, 0014 QYA

PHILIP DIRICHLEAU, 01522 511605
Powerpage 128, Gpaint, Tasword, Disc‘o'uagic,
PD Utilities, Basic programming, the Star [£10
and Epson 1.): printers. 6pm 'til midnight.
NIC RAYNER, 0350 992747 (mobile) Manchester.
CPC Emulators on the PC;

DIE):
This help—line is provided on a voluntary basis by
club members to assist other members. Please call
between 7pm and 9pm (unless stated otherwise.)
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WACC!
Edited By: Paul Dwer/ylrouse
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Developed and Expanded
By: SteveWilliams
And: Clive Bel/airy

Membership: 345

Telephone: 01244 5.74942(8-9pm)

Copy Date: 16‘May 1996'

Cod bless you all. We made it. 100. l’ep 100. A landnarlr in any aspect of life but
unique in the UPC club world and probably in the conputing world in general. t'ven
in the commercial CFC nagazine market only Anstrad Action is in front of us - and
we will beat that. i feel proud of our little club and the first people for me to
than]! are: Jeff Walker, Steve Williams and Clive Bellaby. The reason is obvious
but I know more than nost now our}! effort tire editor has to put into the club
as well as the magazine. So happy mm to us all.

TNE THANX START HERE

First off I would like to thank those
that helped me put together this
issue, for without them you would not
be reading this. I hate singling
people out but I‘m going to break a

lifetimes habit and mention a couple
of names. First off there is Jeff
Walker for taking tine out to do an
interview with Angela Cook. Jeff still
receives a monthly dose of VACCI and
it's good to see him back in the pages
of the magazine he started.
Secondly there is a certain Peter

Ceresole who happily produced me an
article on demand. So too did Bob

Motfatt. l‘m afraid that certain key
figures in the history of the club
failed to input into this issue. I’ll
name no names but I'm sure you will
note who is missing.
Next comes Peter Campbell and Paul

Collins for the wonderful competitive
prize, gee I‘ll bet the Bowiey
household is inundated with nail in
the next month or so.

THE STUFF BEGINS NON

One late item in came via hngie from
Angela Cock. Angela wanted a Market
Stall entry but missed the copy date
deadline. Rather than hold a small

request over until next month I'll
mention it here. Angela wants a copy
of VACCI issues 3 and 45. Hell I can‘t
help with 45 Angela (I hope someone
can) but you will have already spotted
a copy of issue i in with this issue.
in fact it's not just you Angela,
everyone has a copy. But why?
Well the first three issues of VACCI

were only distributed on tape/disc.
Over the last three years we have
been producing these first issues as
magazines and issuing them on special
occasions. The last one is now
available and this means that a lucky
few have a complete set of magazines
from 1 to 100. Priceless or what.

THE FUTURE

It’s on occasions like this thatl
feel the need to think about future
directions for the club. The last
thing we nust become is stagnant and

complacentl don't advocate change
for changes sake and I know many
members have still to come to terms
with the new VACCI logo. Still, new
ideas are continually needed if the
club is to continue to fulfil the
needs cf its members.
EruieRuddick is doing asplendid

job as The Wish List Manager anda

supply of articles are now coming
through to fill the pages of the
magazine. He have lost Alan Tilling
and whilst Clive Jackson has started
his type-in column, I feel we need a

Basic and machine code section in the
magazine. Any body interested?
Iknow that Rigel Calcutt is

preparing a techy series for our
enjoyment, Malcolm Brabbin has just
finished a PowerPage series and I

already have a decent supply of
articles to hand. So I‘m confident
that MhCCI can deliver the goods
magazine wise for the forseenable
future. Thanks all.
If you have any ideas about future

projects, features, regular series,
facilities/services, then please drop
me a line. The door is always open.

CONVENTION NEIS

Tickets sales are steady and there is
still time book your spot at the
Convention. Angie wishes to plan some
rolling demos throughout the day so if
you can demonstrate a software
application, then please let Angie
know asap. Taeverso.
I would like to offer myself to show

how the pages of NhCCI are put
together - should take up most of the
day to do a page. on, remember to book
your meal with Angie. Seeya all -Pau1.

ADVERT ADVERT FREE ADVERT

Complete set liCU/hh plus cover tapes.
All free to a good home. Please phone
Mrs B hspinwall on 0151 424 6973. The

area is Vidnes, Lancashire. Ta llrs ii.
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COMPETITION
SPOT

.
Gee viz. Here we are then! The big 100th issue is here hip hip hooray! Mind you I
understand why you subscribe to [WC] and that is all the great prizes that you

can win by entering the Conpetitiou Spot each month. This south is a very special
one, so we’ve pulled out all the stops andM it is your chance of a lifetime to

With: John and ( 'aral [)‘owlcy
97 Virringlon. Bretton
Peterborough PE3 9X'1'

Tel: 01733 702158

to enter, this competition will be

spread over TWO months.
This may not seem fair to some of

you but I've to remind you that HACCI

have a product of excellent value for the price of a stamp.

APRIL'S RESULTS

Carol would like to
thank all those who

entered last Ionths
colpetition, she had

quite a lot of nice
letters which Iade
her smile.

He will give all the
winning results next
month, but the lucky
winners should have
now received their
prizes.

IIAV‘S COIPETITIOI
As you have already
noticed by now, on
the right is a grid
you've got to find
the names of well
known products from
ConSott.

IRAT ARE THE l0RDS'!

I not even going to
tell you how many

words that you need

to find.

PRINT-OUT

If you would like to have a print out
of this word search. I would be more

than happy to send you a copy, all you
need to do is send me a still. «John»

BUT THAT’S THE PRIZE THEN?

I'm not going to tell you, ain't I a

stinker? All you need to do is to turn
to page 12 and read the review.
Then turn to the back page to see

ComSoIts advert. Then it's up to you.

THERE’S IOITE

The first entry
awarded 2 hinders, the first overseas
entry we be awarded 2 binders or a
choice of 3 PD discs. Please give size
of disc. 50 get your entries in quick!

received will be

CLOSING DATE

as I think you will agree this is a

once in a lifetime chance and so to
enable all members to have the chance

has members living overseas and we

want to give everyone a fair chance.

ENTRIES

All entries needs to
Carol by the end of June

be with

JUDGIHG

Since this is a special prize I‘ve
decided to pass the buck of
judging this competition to Peter
Campbell and Paul Dwerryhouse.

TIE BREAKER

This part of the quiz I would like
you to write and tell me in no more
than 40 words or less what is the
most interesting thing that you‘ve
done with your CFC.

ENDANGERED SPECIES

The howley household nearly came

tumbling down around us in April as
we had been picked upon by Philip
Dillichleau and Angela Cook for a

supprise visit and we managed to
survive the day but only just!!
Seriously though we talked for

ages and ages and it seemed that we

had known each other for a very
long tine.
Carol has not been feeling well

of late and their visit cheered her
up no end, so thanks Philip and

Angela and we look forward to seeing
you both again very soon.

THAT'S ABOUT IT
I‘m of now to crack open a bottle of
Sherry in honour of thCI‘s 100th.
Hie hic that's better, where's those

party hats Carol.

-= Seeya next loot/v :-
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Fair Comment
PHILIP “Tigger” DIRICHLEAU

( I'mzmdFloor Fla]
/21 Ripam Street

Lincoln
I.N5 7N(z'

THE CAT IN THE SCRAPYARD

Dear Philip, I felt it only right that
I should use the pages of Fair Comment

to make my thanks to "that Old
Renegade“ Phil Craven, for his recent,
and most welcome, gesture of placing
the ex-llonzo and Microstyle programs
into the Public Domain. As you will
undoubtedly know, he had passed on the
distribution rights to me at Bonzo's
Scrapyard, and for a short while I was

actually selling the programs. After
Paul's mention in the pages of Thanx
and Stuff of the February issue of
NACCI, I was shortly inundated with
enquiries for copies of the programs,
despite Paul having omitted to include
my address. There was an advert for
the Scrapyard printed in an earlier
issue, so it just goes to show that we

subscribers do read and retain the
information that NhCCI gives us. So

many thanks to those members who asked
for a copy. I hope that they will pass
on any information they have of any
transfers done, using the Rodeo

programs, to me as I can do with it
for future issues of the Scrapyard.
For an update of the Monzo transfer
database, the man to contact is
NACCl's own Nigel Mells, by the way
the helpline still has his old phone
number.

A couple of points to add to some of
the recent correspondence in the Fair
Comment pages: (A) re the Parados ROM,

am I the only one that has found that
it will only work in slot 5 (switch
number 6) in my Nonbo ROM Box? No I
haven't had the keyboard apart to see
what model CPC 6128 I have. (I did
take it apart a couple of years ago to
solder the power leads for my Goldmark
second 3 inch drive onto the
motherboard, is that Politically
Correct, or should it now be
personboard, and that had me gibbering
slightly, performing that little
task). The disc drive needed both 5V

and 12V power supplies, but it worked
and is still going strong.
(S) re the Word processor debates. I

am another of the illustrious
clientele of Brunword users, and

another that is ready to join Patrick
Manlan‘s "Brunword Appreciation
Society", having passed on from using
the Brunword SizB/InfoScript disc
based package, to the real macoy, bean
me up Scotty, of the Brunvord Mk II
ROM Module. This is the package I use
for the text of the Bonzo Scrapyard
newsletter. Seeing the recent comments
about the finer points of Protext and
Brunword reminded me of a quote from
the originator of the tonic Bulletins,
Colin Harris. When asked what he
thought of Proteat, his reply was ”I
insert the Protext disc and RUN"DISC",
when the text editor screen comes up,
I then press Control, Shift and
Escape, remove the Protext disc,
insert my work disc and type
NUN"TASNORD"!" In my own case it is
exactly the sane except for the last
comment, here I just press INN.
I would like to thank Ray Meal at

this point for his help in using the
Hrunword program for my Bonzo
letterheads, as an Advanced Art Studio
picture can be incorporated in the
Srunword text, as letters are printed
out. I expect Nichard Narain's ProClip
program will eventually be able to do

this for Protext files. But it seems
we Alters have the advantage at
present.
Another bit of useless information,

is that the Sonzo Newsletters, in
various forms, were started in 1936,
so it has probably been in existence
slightly longer than NACCI, as Michael
Caine would supposedly say, Not Many

People Know That. (I'll make the
comment for you, "Do they really
care.")

As you may have heard, I have now
obtained the rights of all the
Goldmark CPC programs, as Brian has
decided to move over to the PCT and PC

machines only, other than those now
sold by Peter Campbell of ComSoft,
what has happened to Stardump, Peter,
no mention of it in your current
advertisements. The 8-bit printer
port, I believe is now in the hands of
the DIVA of the CPC scene, Angela
Cook, so there will hopefully be some

news soon from Merline Serve about
that one. I still have a lot of
sorting out to do on what is exactly
available on the ex-Goldmark front,
but it does include all his tape to
disc transfer programs, the Graphics
Galore clipart libraries, plus a few
more that I still have to go through
and find out what they do, Brian
Barton has been my Guru, along with
Nigel Mells, for a number of years now
and he will be sadly missed from the
CPC scene. He is still available as
Goldmark Systems for PCT and PC

programs, and anyone wishing for
programs for these machines should
contact him at the usual address. So

from me, its many thanks Nate, and you
will probably still get the strange
phone calls for help. I will let you
know full details when I have sorted
everything out.
Afinal comment to you Philip, do

you remember a song called Three
Wheels On My Magoo? I wonder how long
before the story of that comment
becomes NACCI knowledge? «Probably
with the speed of light ~Philip»
Cheers and all the best, I may even

talk to you at the Convention this
year,

Dave Caleno
Eonzo's Scrapyard

29 Chapter Noad

Strood
Rochester

llent
MEZ 3PX

«Dear Dave, than/rs to Phil Craven,
instead of something little different?
flow odd for the pages of VACCI. Since
he has put the Eonzo Programs into
Public Domain however, I shall be more
than pleased to add my own thanks to
them. Such an excellent suite of
programs, now available on PD, is
quite a boost.
I have heard of a few other members

who have Parados working in slots
other than 6 or 7, but never that it
won’t work in 6 or 7. [low veryr
bizarre. Reminds me of hngela Cook
(ITGA) a little, bizarre to say the
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least (PITA indeed. [low that is a

adjective I would he loath to use.)
I’m not going to make any comment

about llrunword (just yet, Patrick has
left himself wide open a little later
on though). I shall say, though, that
I do print a letter head directly from
Protert these days -Philip))

A GRAPHIC PROBLEM

Dear Stuart, could you give me a

little help, please.
I have no interest at all in playing

adventure games but I spend a lot of
time doing so because I want to save
the graphic scteens. Could you tell me

hoe to load screen from an adventure
written in machine code (so that I can
save them with a multiface], without
having to actually play the game to do

so. Please?
Yours sincerely

Alan Carey
Surrey

((Dear Philip, the best answer I can
think of is to find somebody who likes
playing these games and request their
assistance. So, are there any helpful
adventure players out there, or can
you come up with a better answer for
Alan -Stuart))

((Iti Alan. list it came as a hit of a
shock to see this letter appearing in
Itht't‘l. l have to agree with Stuarts
idea of finding an adventure player
who can find the screens for you. hust
he someone out there that this idea
appeals to. Contact me and I’ll put
you in contact with Alan Philip»

«We could set a world record in F6
and have three people answer one
letter but we wont. -Paul))

A QUICK 'DISC'CUSSION

Dear Philip, and all other RACCI

people, firstly may I say well done
for producing such a first rate
magazine. I have only just joined
WACCI after a new friend (Tony Taylor
from lylesbury] gave me your address.
Until he told me about TACCI, I didn't
think anyone still used the AMSTRAD

anymore let alone write magazinesl
software for them.
lam surprised at how helpful and

friendly everyone is compared to all
of the other mags I have had in the
past where everyone just wanted to

complain (or did I just get a good
first issue?). Anyway, my subscription
has been sent and I look forward to
receiving all future issues. I must
also thank Ian Neill from the
telephone helpline, thanks to him, I
may well have my EPROM blower working
very soon (well I've only had it for 2

years!). Also I would like to ask if
anyone else has a 5 and a quarter inch
drive connected to their 6128 like I
have?. It seems to be something nobody
has heard of. l have had mine for over
3 years now which I use as a very
cheap method for backing-up. Also if
you have an 80 track version then you
can use MAGDOS from the All magazine to
get 800k on each disc. If it's of
interest to other members, then I may
be able to write an article on it.
Well that about covers it for now.
Once again, keep up the good work.

Yours sincerely
Phil Peacock

RARRINGTOT

PS. 110 you know of any way to speed
up my STOP PRESS printing as it takes
over 40 minutes to print 1 page in
double density?

«Dear Philip. I had a f 1/4 drive
fired to my main machine (mother) for
quite a while, but I eventually gave
up on it since I also had the 3.5 and
the 3 inch as well. I know that John
Bowley, [taster no librarian also has
one attached, but no one else. Perhaps
an article on such wouldn’t go amiss,
l have hAGhtlS, but since I went over
to Phil/MOS, l have no further use for
i t, other than programming a patch to
accept the high capacity as Drive A,

We don’t often complain at each
other on the pages of ”MCI, though it
has been known to happen at times and
we do try, very hard at times, to keep
things balanced and friendly. From

your letter, it would appear that
we ’re succeeding Philip»

CRUIBLIE GREY CELLS

Dear RACCI, I must say that I do enjoy
the magazine and look forward to its
arrival each month.
Having retired relatively recently I

wanted something to keep the grey
cells active and thought of taking up
computing. Rather than spend a vast
amount of money on something which I
might not fully utilise, I picked up a

6123 and here I am - thoroughly
enjoying myself although not yet
knowledgeable in its use,

Do keep up the good work and
remember there is at least one old
"crumblie" amongst you who enjoys your
magazinel!

Alastair Rest
ELIOT

((tli Alastair. Thank ’s muchly for your
kind comments, they are very much

appreciated -Philip))

A LIFI 0N OFFER

Dear Paul, [in the convention this
year, if it is on 29th September I
would like to come (could not last
year due to other things that
weekend), please put me down for a

ticket. Rill send any money when you
have decided the price.
I hope to be able to offer a lift or
two from this area.

Peter M Shepherd
hARRlRGTDR

((Thanksa lot Peter. If anyone in
your area would like a lift to the
convention, get in contact with Fair
Comment and I ’ll put you over to
Peter ~Philip»

PC USER STILL WITH lAch
Dear Paul, here are some used (but
reuseable) Amstrad discs, a gift to
WACCI if you want them. I have
reformatted them all in Data format. I
am afraid they are not cleaned up as I
would have liked, but at 85 with a
heart of which only half is working, a

small task like cleaning discs becomes
something of a labour.
Having now transferred all the files

I need from the Amstrad to the PC -
including all the roms - I am now,
with great reluctance, getting rid of
my Amstrad bits and pieces and will be
sending Angie a list of items for
sale.

My subscription to RACCI runs out at
No.100 but since my interest in
Amstrad affairs continues I shall
probably renew it for another 6 months
at least.
What a blessing that Armor was still

in business when I started using the
PC! Their PC version of Protest,
including picture printout, is first-
rate and saved me having to learn a

new word processing system.
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Many thanks to you and to all who

contribute - and have contributed in
the past — to the production of HHCCI

and give such generous help in solving
problems.

Eric Priestley
HOHITOH

((Switch to a Yt' are we Eric? oh well,
I suppose I ’d better wish you all the
best with it. i note, however, that
you have renewed dht‘t'l for another sir
months. Thanks for the discs though,
we can always use I inchers and they
are getting very erpensive -Yhilip))

((Thanks for the discs Eric. ~Paul»

lELCOHE ABOARD

Hello Paul, I an a very recent user of
a 6128 which I managed to purchase
through an advert in my local
newspaper. The set—up was a 6128,
monitor and a few discs with 6128
manual. I have recently added a

Citizen 24-pin printer.
ln_the search for more software,etc,

I tried car boot sales, had no luck,
then went to a second-hand shop; the
owner sympathised with me. I was

devastated to hear that the owner
would not entertain the idea of buying
the type of wares that I needed.
However, he did do me a good turn by
giving details of The Trading Post,
Shifnal. lifter telephoning then they
assured me that possible help could be
at hand and gave me details of WACCI.

Thank you, The Trading Post.
HACCl: well it has really helped

since becoming a member. It provides
exactly as it states, a telephone help
line that really does help and the PO

Library offers crcellent service,
almost same day de: :;:y. I have also
found it useful in reading possible
cures of other members' computing
problems.
Help is needed, if possible. I

recently purchased PD 10 Wordprocessor
supplied in Vendor format and my

problem is that after following the
printout instructions to convert the
disc all I get on screen is ‘thLHO TO

LOhO BOOT SECTOR'. I have catalogued
the disc and it shows all the original
program with Bootgen and Sysgen with
17k free.hlso, is there any way to get
word processing letter quality when

compiling a page off hHH STOP PRESS? I
have tried to alter some fonts with

the magnify facility but it still
gives jagged edges and white lines
across the hard print.
Justathought: is it possible to

link the 464 to the 6128 to give
tape-to-disc facility?
hbig thank you to all concerned

with HHCCI.

Trevor Poyser
ChHHOCK

((Mello Trevor. Pb 10 is Vol 266
according to my list. I think CP/M may
be confusing you slightly. It confuses
everyone slightly at times. SYSGEII and
SOUTSYYI don’t need to he on the disc,
they are programs they set the disc up
to SYSTEM format.
a standard disc has 40 tracks with l

sectors per track. In DATA format, the
first four sectors of track 0 are used
as the directory. On SYSTEM format,
these first four are used by CM! to
hold a hoot program, sectors 5 to it

now holding the directory. SYSSSII and
ROOTS/ill put this boot progran onto
these tracks. t'P/M won’t work without
then unfortunately. Check in the (PC
manual under changing Til/hall to SYSTEM

format for the actual process.
hMl’ Stop Press prints using a pure

graphic style. Although it looks like
letters in the screen, the computer is
printing them out as if they were
pictures, hence the loss in quality.
if you wish to improve things
somewhat, it's going to take a little
work. To give you an idea, lets look
at the Thanks and Stuff page.

The Paul—Picture (it does look a

little like as well) ((In fact it
looks like every h’th‘l editor. —Paul))
is printed first (as a graphics dump),
with the bar around it, Then the paper
is re-fed through the printer and the
body test, all the writing stuff that
Paul waffles on about, it printed
using Protest. It ’s a neat little
trick which works wonders. t/ork out
how the page is made up before hand
and you can come up with some quite
amazing results.
Connecting two t'Pt' computers

together as a Tape to Disc copier, It
can he done, but why bother when it ’s
so easy to fit a Tape to the 612/! and
a disc to the 464. however, purely
from a technical point of view, it
anyone knows of methods of linking two
t'YC's together, let us all know as
soon as possible -Philip))

kill lDEhS?
Dear Mr Dwerryhouse ((k’ho he -l’)), I

was much impressed by the intro HACCI

you sent me and would like to
subscribe for 4 copies of the fanzine,
beginning March '96.
I have just purchased a 6128

[previously only owning a 464) and
would like to get my teeth into some

serious adventure writing and playing.
Therefore, I have a request: could you
either send me, or publish details of
a PM adventure writer supplier,
or/and any other creators?
I also have a suggestion for the

magazine: why not have an adventure
page? I'm sure that there are many
adventurers who would appreciate this.
hnother suggestion (sorry .. I know

I'm not even a member yet) ((It
doesn't matter —Yhilip)) is that you
print a complete list of all hnstrad
CPC related services with phone
contacts and possibly a brief
description — you might even consider
supplying these lists with the
subscription receipt. The more into
people have on services the more they
may use them, thus prolonging the life
of the computer. If space is a problem
then why not publish this list in the
mag. periodically, e.g., bi-monthly?
Sorry for prattling on. Cheque and

sae enclosed.
Paul Catherall

BUCKLEY

((hi Paul, The CFC related services
list? Excellent idea, the question is,
who ’5 going to compile it. If anyone
looks in my direction then i ’m going
to scream very loudly.
An adventure column? You mean the

return of Moondog? h’ell, if that’s
what the h’ht‘t‘l membership requested,
then that is what we would do. So, are
there any adventurers out there who

would like a regular adventure column?
bet us know. >Philip»

«Can anybody help Paul with the Phil
supplier? ~Paul»

POOH-BAH? 0H PITTI-SIIIG'.’
Ho Hum, ho hum, ho hum, before I get
down to business, Philip, I make no

apologies for the length of this
letter, nor its format, not any
comments I have made «Mr wouldl
expect as such —Philip)). These are
observations, not necessarily
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criticisms. (but they might be.I -Paul)
Well, hello again all. I've just

received issue 98, which my envelope
tells me is my last issue of HACCI.

How very disappointing. This last year
seems to have flitted past so quickly.
I hope everyone at lthCI dungeons is
well and reasonably happy - and

judging by the letters in Fair Comment

this seems likely.
It may just be my failing eyesight,

but is HhCCI beginning to turn into
the Philip IliRichleau Show? ((1 really
hope not -l’hilip)) This inestimably
talented chap seems able to turn his
hand to nearly every job in the
magazine - and is doing so with almost
alarming rapidity. A warning, Philip,
don't spread yourself too thin, that's
what happened to Clive and others.
Everybody else, (including me), will
let you do as much as you can possibly
manage and more, (ask Paul), and keep

letting you do it. You are wonderful
at what you do, let some of the other
lazy ‘persons' put fingers to keyboard
for a change to take over some of the
other jobs.
Hrunword sucks! (to use an

haericanism.) I don‘t wish to be
offensive to that super programmer
Peter Erunning. I hope he reads past
the first bit. Hugh Keir may find
Protest a pain. Even committed Protest
users find Protest a pain from time to
time. (I was talking to a guy in
Eroadmoor the other day... but that's
another story.) Everybody likes what

they are used to. If you were lucky
enough to learn on Brunword first, you
probably think it's the best thing
since sliced turnips ((1 hate turnips
myself —1’hilip)). However, if you were
lucky enough to learn on Protest first
you probably think that it is the best
thing since sliced swede «Delicious
stuff -Philip)). If you were
unfortunate enough to learn on Easy
hmsword, you're probably in Broadmoor
about now. Although I am now a PC

user, (sorry), I grew up with hmsword,
(on the 464), then the Protest disc,
(on the 6128), then on EOE. I got
Protest for the htari in the school
music department. Since moving to a PC

I have become acquainted with Word 6,

(actually, I've fallen in love with
it), but I find I hate so-called Hord
Perfect 6. Each to his own! I am

fairly certain that if I had grown up
with Hrunword, that would have been my

favourite. I am sure Philip feels the
same, and Paul, and Jennie and others.
Please let's not start a "my HP is
better than anyone else's WP" debate.
It's pointless. We like what we like.
As for HhCCI trying to “replace" All.

I shudder to think. (In actual fact,
we already have (snug smirk>]. I
personally don't mind the occasional
game review or a look at the lighter
side of CPC computing, but I will
definitely leave if HhCCI becomes as
childish and moronic as All was in its
latter days.
Although I am deeply saddened at the

demise of the ineffable Tall, and at
the loss of Alan Tilling's regular
contributions, I can sympathise with
his reasons. I would just like to say
thank you hlan for your helpful and

enlightening work over all the years.
They have helped me immensely, and I
will miss them very much. Good luck on
the course.
keep up the good work,

some time for living,
but do save

Best wishes
Hike Lyons

Editor (Retired)
l‘air Comment

((Hi Iii/re. the Philip hillichleau Show?

I seriously hope not. I get an awful
lot of help with the bits I do for
which I seen to get all the credit and
which all those members who assist get
none of. l '13 not complaining and they
seem to prefer it that way.

It Vht't'l were ever to go over to the
sort of stuff that M. did, not only
would they loose a Retired Fair
Comment Editor, they 'd loose the
present one as well, have no fear,
llht‘t'l will ”IVER swing the way that M
went, not with the present tears at the
helm anyway.
Lastly, I must apologise for editing

out one of your paragraphs. I hope you
understand why, even though I agree
with you fully -Philip))

FILE (EASILY) CONVERTED FROII HHUNIORD

Dear Philip, what happened to March?
Did I sleep through it? Here's the
April HhCCI arrived already and I
haven't written my monthly Hrunword

support letter. ((It probably need it
desperately -Philip))
I did compose one mentally while I

was breaking up a concrete path last
nonth and you would have been amazed

at my brilliant destruction of your
spirited but hopeless argument in
support of Protest. In fact if the
letter had been written I'n sure you
would have used Hrunword forever
after. Unfortunately by the time I‘d
loaded the rubble into the skip my

mind was again a blank. I expect
Shakespeare had the same problems.
In all honesty it doesn't really

matter which programme we prefer - we

each have our favourites and could
probably rabbit on about their
superiority for months. Hugh Keir and
I just feel that such a strongly
partisan approach on your part is out
of place when you are in such a public
position to influence WACCI readers'
choices. As FC Editor you do have top
spot in the nag. And the most

enjoyable pages of reading. I'll say
no more. (Oh all right - you're
wonderful). ((I am, I am -Philip))

To change the subject - I had some

nifty PD from the library last year. I

got hooked on Patience and Yahtzee
over Christmas when the bumper boring
edition of Eastenders was showing on

the bus. I just love the way those
playing cards get dealt out in
Patience ‘ it's a treat to watch even
though I can never finish the game.
And playing against the CPC in Yahtzee
Iwas impressed by how many options
the programmer had to consider before
making the best choice. I settled on

"quite a lot". At least I won

occasionally. If only I could change
the colour of those big dice to pink!
"llinemen" was a big disappointment. If
the CPC moved first we always drew
because it never made a mistake but if
I went first I could always win
because the programme was 100%

predictable and could be led by the
nose. to fun there. "LIPIPIOG" looked
interesting but I couldn‘t think of a

good use for it. Thought about a

database of books or tapes linked by

category but it didn't seem to be much

good without a search option. It
seemed to be a natural for a family
tree. Has anyone given it a serious
try for that purpose I wonder .

You said in March, Philip, that Paul
treated you like a mushroom. As I

recall mushrooms are kept in the dark,
have manure shovelled over them on a

regular basis and something else as
well. Can't quite remember the third
bit. Please enlighten all readers as
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to how Paul treats you. As the NACCI

auditor I just get ignored so I'm
probably luckier!

No 99 is another brilliant issue -
who did that cartoon on P 25? It was

witty, clever and well drawn. Must
have taken ages to produce.(1t took me

2 hours just to outline our garden
with Page Publisher. Nho knows when

I'll get the detail drawn in). And Ron

Uoreham's intro to ZOE 1.6 was first
rate. Step-by—step setting up
instructions are just what some of us
need for VENDOR format discs. Using
Bill Noban‘s expression -A Dope‘s
Guide «I '11 make no comment -Philip))
Thank you Ron. I shall buy with
confidence.
dud many thanks to Ray Neal for

copies of his Alt/ACO index. They are
so well designed and very useful.
[Hmmmm - I see there were 14 articles
on Brunword and only 7 on Protext.
Need I say more!)

Patrick Nanlan
Liskeard

«I'll be nice, to start with,
Patrick, I guess that the Yahtzee game

you refer to in on PD disc 79. The
colour is selected on line 11/), Change
where it says Illlt 1,25 (which isn’t
pink incidently) to read something
like [Nit 1,24 for yellow or Ill/t 1,6
for red. Ain’t I nice to you.
Paul doesn't treat me like a

mushroom. I ’d like to let all Wht’t’l

members know that. h Mushroom has an
easy life compared to the average l'air
Convent Edi tor.
Only 7 articles on Protert and 7 on

drunword. So easily explained I ’m
surprised you haven ’t noticed. It
because Brunword needs so much written
about it to get around all those non
standard commands. I mean, Patrick,
you should have seen that.

The Pay lleal Files should be in the
Ir’kt't‘I P.11. Library very soon -Philip))

(011' Patrick, I ’n afraid the t/ht't'l
account system has moved on yet again
and now runs on a spreadsheet on the
Plastic Computer. We never really did
get the audit trail going, never
enough hours in the day. Thanks for
trying. —Pau1))

IHE PATENT ERUNIORD ELITZER

Dear John «Plaster dowley I presume?»
in response to the letter from

Jonathan Castleton, if you wish to use
a cartridge game you MUST remove
Nrunword first. Cartridges could do

serious damage to Rrunword.
The SETCNAN program on the disc can

he used to design your own fonts and
to exit Brnnword, just press Escape,
Rar (SHIFT + 0) and on the prompt type
BASIC and enter. Hope this helps. If
Jonathan does not have the disc of
utility programs for Nrunword, he can
ring or drop me a line and I’ll send
him a copy; if he had got a 3.5" drive
Brunword is quite happy with them.

Yours sincerely
Hick Bushlow

Essex

«Thanks Nick. I haven’t heard of this
problem before, but I don 't have a
Plus or Hrunword on llom. The warning
could be most timely —Philip)>

CP/Il - IT DO CONFUSE

Dear Philip. Firstly, in my article
about ZDE in the April edition of
NACCI I explained how to incorporate
the MACRO comnands contained in the
file "SAHPNEY.ZDK". However, I omitted
to explain that if these commands are
required then the file "PRONILE.SUU"

must be edited otherwise the macro
file will not load when ZOE is
initially loaded. This is a very
simple operation. Having loaded ZDE

press [ESC] then "L“. At the "Load"
prompt type "PROFILESUR". The file
will load and will appear as follows:

orrrr21<
SETNEYS nurss12uzun<
rum znr1sonr<

Add SAMPKEYJDK and press {RETURN}.
Now press [ESC] followed by "s" and
the new "PROFILESUB" file will be
saved. Reset the computer and press
:CPN. ZDE will now load with the macro
commands described in the file
"SAHPKEY.DOC".

Secondly, in response to A F Sims
request for information on

transferring programs from tape to
disc using DISCOLOGY the following
should help. Load DISCOLOGY and select
“Copieur”, then press [COPY]. When the
copying program has loaded select
"Eichier"(Tiles) and press {COPY}.

This will show a drop-down menu. Using
the "Up" and "Down" keys move the
inverse video bar to "Source" and then

press the “Left" or "Right" arrow key
to change the source from Disquette to
Cassette. Now move the inverse video
bar up to "Copier“ and press {COPY}.
The copying program will load and an
on—screen prompt will ask you to
insert a disc and then press any key.
Remove your DISCOLOGY disc and insert
the disc you wish to copy to and then
press a key. Another on—screen prompt
will ask you to insert a cassette and

press a key. After pressing this key a

prompt will appear at the top left of
the screen telling you to press {PLAT}

followed by any key. After the header
has loaded an on screen prompt will
ask you whether you wish to change the
name or "User" number. Press {ENTER}

to continue or change the name/User
number and then press {ENTER}. The

tape will be loaded in blocks and each
block will then be transferred to the
disc. The progress of the transfer
will be displayed at the top left of
the screen until complete

Regards
Ron Roreham

Pembroke Dock

«Aye up Non. Thanks for the update or
information. I ’ve recently acquired
biscology but I haven’t had a chance
to look at yet. Perhaps I ’11 now get
around to doing so —Philip))

COIIS INFORURST (I THINK)

Dear Philip, I just thought I‘d pass
on a little tip for anyone who is
having trouble with Ansiterm (Comms

software] and eleven digit telephone
numbers. Ansiterm itself can't handle
eleven digits, so what you need to do

is to press the ESC key to get out of
the Ansiterm menu, then type atd
followed by the 'phone number, then
press RETURN (or ENTER) and the Modem

should then dial. The “at" part gets
the ATtention of the Modem, and the
"d" tells it to Dial the number that
follows. If you want to specify tone
dialling, then use atdt instead; the
"t" part tells it to Tone dial.
Conversely, atdp will instruct it to
Pulse dial instead.

As for the the PC and the year 2000,
the problem might not appear until
several years after this; it depends
in some cases on when the clock was
started from. It might be worth
entering a later date to see what
happens; the last minute of the year
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2099 perhaps. Anyway, don‘t all
references to the date go through the
onus? Could a small change to the cmos

solve this problem?
Moving swiftly on to 80000 word

Prospell dictionaries; well, Peter
Rogerson was right, he did sec an
advert in AA for it (October '94 page
24 springs immediately to mind for
some reason) and the person to contact
is Marcus Ruegg, «lira, read the next
letter -l’hilip)) whose address can be
found in WACCI issue 98 in the "Market

Stall".
Could I make one little suggestion?

It might be a 'good idea to list the
formats, disk sizes etc. which we can
send our letters and programs in on.
Perhaps this could be included on the
"Who's Who" page. Oh yes, that
reminds me, if you buy 1st or 2nd

class stamps before they go up, then
they're still okay to use later on, no

matter what the new price is. This
only applies to the ones marked lst or
2nd though, not to the ones with the
price printed on.

One other snippet of information to
pass on is that another PD library, P0

PDT, has closed down.

I'm glad to see that there might be
a new hardware projects series in
DACCI. I was going to ask if we could
have Phil Craven's hardware series
repeated, but I think a new series is
probably better.

Best wishes
Martin Dela

Derby

«Hi Martin. Ansiterm leaves me

standing, but to anyone who has the
program, I hope your advice makes

sense.
I ’m going to have to play with a Pt'

again soon. I did have one here, an
old Nimbus 156, but it's recently been
evicted for failure to mate the
required grade {I managed to corrupt
the nos disc).))

«Something he also did to the
directory track on a certain PI] Master
Disc -llaster John dowley»

«As to formats, if VACCI members have
it, we can probably handle it. I ’ve
yet to come across a disc I can't find
a way of reading.
I wasn't aware that PD Fun had

closed down. I've just called Duncan

Tizrard and he’s confirmed that it has
closed -Philip))

HR PHOSPELL DICTIONARY

Dear Philip, I noticed in issue 99

that Peter Rogerson was enquiring
about the 00,000 word prospell
compatible dictionary which was

advertised in Amstrad Action as couple
of years ago. He wasn't dreaming - I
was the one who placed the advert and
the dictionary is still available if
anyone is interested.
Before all Prospell users rush to

order a copy, I'd better clear up a

couple of points though. Firstly, the
dictionary wasn't exactly for sale -
allI asked for was two blank 3"

discs, an SAP and £1 towards copying
etc. Also, the dictionary is not
stored on high capacity discs - it is
stored in a standard Prospell
dictionary format and spans 3 disc
sides. Side 1 contains those words
from h -> HID, side 2 HEE -> EDI and
side 3 Bill -> 2. Although this does
make spell checking a longer process,
adictionary of 00,000 words means
that there are very few words it does
not recognise. I find it particularly
useful for solving crossword clues
using Prospell's ‘Pind Hords' and
'Anagran' options which permit you to
enter wildcard characters to replace
those which are missing in your clue.
Finally, I have been reliably informed
that the dictionary is not compatible
with the CPM version of Prospell
although I haven't tested this for
myself as I only have the AMSDOS

version.
If anyone out there is interested in

obtaininga copy of the dictionary
they can write to me at the address
below, enclosing the blank discs etc.
as mentioned above. For further
details I can be e-mailed at

Ruegg_hflu1st.ac.uk.

Lastly, may I just take this
opportunity to say Happy 100th issue
WACCI as may you have many more to
come. Also, a bit thank you to all
those who contribute so much time and
effort each month so that we can all
enjoy our regular dose of DACCI.

Yours sincerely
Marcus Rnegg

0 The Horse Park, CARRICIFERGUS

CO Antrim, Yorthern Ireland DT3B 70D

«flow do Marcus. Than/rs for sending me

a copy of your dictionary. 1 can now

happily inform all wnccr members that
it's very extensive and worth getting
hold of. I can’t add anything to the
CPI! Protert/Prospell comment, except
that I believe the method of holding
the dictionary for the CPI! version and
the ddSDOS version is different. I 'll
seriously consider getting hold of a
copy of the CP/ll version (I already
have the hmsdus DISC and ltdh‘ versions
here) since I've been told that there
are subtle differences between them
all -Philip))

IECIIY BIIS MID DOES

Dear WACCI, I saw A F SIMS letter last
month and decided to try to answer a
few points in it. If you are reading
this A F, I know how to build a

rombom, however I haven't seen the
article you refer to. If you want, you
can send me a copy of the article, and

I'll look it over and tell you if it
works. If it does work, you should
just be able to plug the Ions in and

they should automatically initialise
themselves when you turn on the
machine. You can then access Protext
with :P or {CF and Italian with :14. Use

haxams EDELP to see the runs and their
numbers and IHELP,rom number to list
all the commands available in that
rom. I don't have Prospell or Rodos,
so I can't help there, but :HELP

should give you an idea where to
start.

As for the disc drive, if doing what

Philip said worked, you have a

misaligned head. This is easy to fix.
Just open the CPC and connect up the
power (Don't worry, it's only 50, just
don't drop anything metal in there
when you're doing this!) Turn on and
watch the drive motor. You should see
a little jerk of the spindle which
moves the head back and forward. It
not, type :A or something to get the
drive going. Now try turning the
spindle, say a half or a quarter turn
(I can't remember which way, try both
and see which works) and try running a

disc that didn't work before. If it
works, turn off and put the thing back

together, if not, try again - it fired
mine! You should now have all the
discs working, except for the one
which you formatted when the drive was

misaligned. You'll have to format this
again. I hope this helps - it saved my
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drive at least twice. (Once I

accidentally told it that it bad 80

tracks — believe me you don't want to
do this.)
Ihave Discology v3.0 and in that

all you do is goto into the Copier,
select the File menu and choose the
source and destination (disc/tape for
each) and then select File copy. I

presume that it is the same/similar
for other versions.
its for the Fantasy Uorld Dizzy

cheat, if you mean the one in M110,
it works! I just tried both the Type-
in and the Multiiace poke. They both
did the job. Try checking your program
for reversed DRTh lines or reversed
bits in a DhTh line. They checksum
will not pick these up. For the
Uultiface poke, load the game, press
the RED button, press T, U and SPRCR,

type am and 00 and press RETURN,

them ESCAPE and R. This should work.
I enclose (on the same disc as this

letter) a program to spool Protest
files to the printer — see SPO0L.DOC

for details. Simply RUT"SPO0L". I hope
this is of use to you! Also on this
disc is a letter "YRRRZUUO" whichI
wrote last month, but never actually
got around to sending in. Publish it
it you think it is still of interest.

Enjoy issue 100

David U'Shea
Co Cork

«Confession time David. i’he SPODL

program works fine and is ideal if you
have just Protest on its own. I also
have Promerge Plus and I ’m surprised I
didn't get at least one comment

referring me to MIT! {head The Flippin
llanual). l'here’s this little command

call )1}! which spools wonderfully.
I ’II he using both the )III command and
the ”bot program though, since you've
solved another slight problem I had by
sending i t to me. Thanks muchly.
I've also had a chance to check the

cheat now and, like you, I 've found
that it works.
The technical information will, I

hope, come in useful, not only for
members, but also for those of us of a
more Techno-hat approach. If h.F..5'ims
would like to contact me, I ’ll forward
on your address -Philip))

BRUNIORD'S GONE MUTE

Dear Philip, in reply to your query
about spooling files in Protest, I do

not know whether Protest will, but, as
they say, I know a man who can. It can
be done quite easily, even by a

retired old togey like me.

If you use the word processor ’that
dare not speak it's name' all you have

to do it put three ampersands (k) at
the top of the screen and follow this
with a list of the disc files you wish
to print, (one under the other). Load

paper into printer, press P for print
and have a cup of coffee, or a nap, or
both. «Slow to print this Word

Processor 'that dare not speak it's
name' -Philip))
If this Word Processor

not speak it's name' is as hard and
awkward to use as most of your
correspondents imply then I must be a

genius. Ro rude remarks please. «is
if I would Philip»

'that dare

Regards
Ray Teal
Coventry

((lli Pay. [the question. Why is your
word processor so fearful of having
it's name mentioned. It wouldn’t, by
any chance he called hr ..... -Philip))

THE MASTER

Dear Philip, in regards to k. Sims

problems I've some answers for you.
The VDR266 is set up for CPH 3.1. To

get it to work under GNU 2.2 you need
to reconfigure it, having read through
the instructions on the disc I was

still none the wiser, so I set out to
have a bash myself and I'm pleased to
say I succeeded. HDU? To go into full
details would take up most of Fair
Comment pages, so instead I've updated
PD disc 10 and included tiles called
CPMZZDDC and CPUZHDE, the CPM22.DUC

explains all you need to know and I've
tested it out and it works. If any
member would like these extra files
please send a ShE to me and it will be
done. Now onto PD Disc 9, CPU 2.2 will
happily read this disc and Philips
advice was spot on.
Re: Building a rombox, The article

in hmstrad Computer User DEC 88 under
the heading "A drop of the hard
stuff". The DII Erpansion Romboard

project is correct, however a later
issue (March 39) informs you to
include sir ceramic capacitors and

they should be inserted between 5v

(pin 28) and ground [pin 14) of the
six rom sockets. These are included in

the circuit to absorb any voltage
sparks and they can be connected any
way round.
Re: Discology. Does have a copy

option from tape. What you need to do

after loading the program is: Select
file then use cursor key (down) to
select source then again use the
cursor key (right) and bingo!
Re: hmsott Business Combined

Package. In answer to John Jordan's
plea for help in issue 98. It kind
member sent me this program so that I
could include it in the software part
of the library, the reason why this
program was not included is because of
hmsoft's wisdom. They decided to
include a checksum routine in the
program and if you didn't register it,
after a while the program ceases to
function. The problem is if you bought
the package second-hand then you're
stuck with it, since you can no longer
get the code needed to bypass the
checksum routine.
Re: Homegrown and PD discs. If any
member has trouble with any PD discs
that they obtain from the library
please get in touch with me, since
that's what I‘m here for.
Well that's about it and Philip

don't worry I won‘t tell anyone about
the disc you mucked up it will be our
little secret. Please give my regards
to Mother. Seeya soon.

John Bowley
Peterborough

«Good day to you John. About that
disc you mentioned. Before the story
gets out in a modified version, I'm
going to spill the beans and let
everyone know what really happened.
I went down to see John and Carol

one Sunday and got wired into copying
around some 1’. h. Discs. Well, John
dumped this load of blanks in front of
me and I set about the task. [that he
didn’t mention was that one of the new
[’0 discs he’d been working on was

sitting in the middle of the table,
not even write protected or marked as
such. To cut a story short, I was busy
formatting a couple of discs and this
was one of them. [lot my fault. That's
what really happened and don't believe
a word that anyone else has to say
about the matter -Philip))

«May I say thank you to whoever sent
the 'oueen’ telegram. -Paul)>
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COMSOFT'S MARK Q ROMBOX

A few members made remarks on how big the Conduit Pombor was, Philip diliichleau
in fact even called the designer (issue it} "Mr Very large llombox", but now Paul
Collins has designed a far superior romhor but with modest specifications.
I wrote a letter to Peter Campbell to see if MACH could have something a

a little special [or the 100th issue and Peter informed me that Pacci could have
this their new prototype [amber and when he was telling me about it I got very
excited and so did he and you will too! Its a marvellous achiveneut so without
any more delays lets get this review underway.

OOISOFT IKZ ROI BOARD

The size of this Rombox is exactly the
same as the one used by Rombo and take
it from me its impressive.
These are the following ROMS that a

lucky winner will get and they are:
Protext, Maxam, Utopia, DES, CPM,

Proprimt, Parados, Doscopy, Promerge
Plus, Prospell, Nirvana and a disc
copier called Master.

Please note: Ilot all of these Potts are
included in May’s competition puzzle.

ROMS

All of these ROMS fit into 4 yes! 4

27512 (64k) ROM devices and each can
be turn on or off by way of dip
switches. This rombox is compatible
with all the CPC's.

When I first turned on my CP66128+ I
didn't know what to expect, all the
ROMS signed on and then DES took over
and boy was I impressed.

I will hate to give this away I can
assure you, so please don‘t enter
May's competition and then maybe I can
keep this rombox as a reviewer's perk
(no such luck I bet, here’s hoping).

«John»

The Mk2 Rom lloard has been designed'so
that it can take up to four 27128
Eprom (16k) devices and it is
upgradable. I‘d better explain this a

little I think!
If you have already got Protext and

Promerge ROMs you can send these two

of to Consoft and they will return one
27256 (32K) ROM at a discounted price,
alternatively if you have four ROMS

you will get back one 27512 [64M ROM

again at a discounted price.
I've been very careful not to

mention prices in this review so I

suggest you get in touch with Consoft
to discuss the matter further.

UPGRADES

Please note: These upgraded llOMs will
only work on the Mk 2 ROM board since
it has been specially designed to
handle them.

TECHNICAL” SPEAKING

it this stage I got in touch with
Philip DiRichleau to see if he would
like to help me do this review and the
very next day he was on my doorstep
crying "Where is it?" And "get me a

With John and Philip

screw driver!" He then started to take
it to bits much to my horror and this
is what we found inside the box.
There are two identical circuit

boards, one on top of the other,
inside a small black box which looks
almost identical to the case around
the ROMEO, and just as small.

Technically, the new Consoft hombox is
an excellent piece of work.
The soldering is both neat and tidy,

with less components than would seem
vital to have this excellent 15 lion

version work, and I had the greatest
of pleasure in playing with it.

ROMBOARDS

You will find this is a neat piece of
work. The two runs sit happily in the
middle of the board, with a rom

selector switch nearby for switching
in and out the different roms.

Now this is odd, there are only two
roms (both are 64k versions) and these
two contain eight rom images. You

can switch out single images within
each run, giving full control over
which programs fire up, and which ones
stay out of the way There is also a

selector to choose if the runs sign on

as 0—7 or 8-15.
The two boards are coupled together

in a very sturdy manner. This is one
of the failures in other Romboxes, the
weak connections making for regular
errors. With this version, the chances
of failure are seriously reduced.

THE COISOFI (left) MID ROIBO (right) ROMBOAIIDS
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MARKET
STALL

Paul has very kindly said I can have a few lines for my own comments each month

so here goes. Firstly many congratulations to VACCI on the 100th issue, my thanks
go out to all those who have contributed and worked so hard for the magazine over
the years.

UPDATE

in update on the progress of the
little dot who is now libs 102. She

seems to have had all the normal
problems of small babies in one go and

Ispend all my time giving her one
medicine or another but she is
progressing and the powers that be are
pleased with her. Me I'm shattered”
For your information I have today

received a personal apology from Roy

Everett.

PAUL CASELLA IAMTS:

Spectrum Emulator for CPC or anything
that will allow such discs to be run.
Please telephone Paul on 01293 520024

FOR SALE:

Stop Press DTP + Extra Extra Utilities
£5.00

Qualitas Plus (version 2) Printer
Enhancer £2.50

Protype £2.50
RSX lib v1.0 £1.00
Pro-ext Version 1.50 MB this needs
Protext on Ron. £2.50
DMTronics Speech Synthesiser with
speakers and ROM £5.00
Maxam 1.5 ROM £5.00
RDS Ebit Printer Port £8.00
1111 items include the original manual
and disc(s) or ROM. PEP not included.
Please contact: Mike Crook at
31 Eaulk Lane, Harworth, Mr Doncaster,
South Forks. 01111 SPF

Tel: 01302 742019

FOR SALE:

Cassatt Games as follows:
Puffy's Saga, Finders keepers,
Superman, Monterragueous, Fruit
Machine, Who Dares Rims 11, Casino,
Gauntlet, Brian Jacks Superstar
Challenge, Silkworm, Bruse Lee,
Elagger, 100% Dynamite (4 tapes),
Operation Rolk, Story So Far Vol 2 (5

games 2 tapes), Story So Far Vol 4 (6

games 1 tapes). Garfield, Hunchback,
Mind Stretchers (monolopy, Scrabble,
Cludo), Cassette 50, Champions Man

United ( 2 games 2 tapes), We are the
Champions (5 games 2 tapes), Caves of
Doom, The Fear Storm 2, Sabre Mull,
May of the Exploding Fist, 0h Mummy,

Chiller, Speed King, Impossible
Mission, Destructo, Skate Rock,
Radzone.
All the above at 15p each plus PEP.

Disc Games as follows:
Mrestlemania, Renegade, Codename Mat,
Rrknoid, Pictionary, Frank Druno‘s
Digbox (2 discs), Winning Team (5
games 2 discs), Earls Treasure Hunt (

4 games), Magnam Light Phaser Games,
Ronari Coin 0p, Rnstrad 4 disc set (10

games 4 discs), Home Entertainment
Centre 8 games (chess, mabjong),
Scrabble Deluxe.
All the above at £3.00 ea plus PEP.

Discs Serious as follows:
Instant Recall £3.00
Plan It £3.00
Money Manager £5.00

Graphics Galore £5.00
Extra Extra Clip Art E Fonts
(2 discs) £0.00

Your are in the hands of:
Angie Hardwick

23 Station Place, Bloxwich,
Walsall, WestMidlands WS3 ZPH

Telephone: 01922 449730

Clip Art PD Lib £5.00
Flexi File Write £3.00
Supercalc 2 £3.00
MRCCI P0 06, 02, 10 and 4 (each) £2.00
0111101101113 as follows:
6128 Green Screen Monitor £50.00
Colour Monitor CTM 640 £25.00
30 3" Discs at each £1.00
3 Button Mouse £10.00
2 Button Mouse £10.00
Please contact: Ian Mhaley at
122 Lansdowne Road, Ilford,
Essex 1G1 000.
Tel: 0101-220-1460 betwwen 7pm and

10pm Thursday to Sunday.

FOR SALE:

Heaps of instrad goodies! I’m selling
most of my games on disc and tape. All
discs just £1.00, all tapes 50p. Quick
Sales wanted. Too many to list here so
please write for a price list. Lots of
hardware to go as well. There's
something for everyone. All orders
subject to a couple of FREE GAMES

chucked in for good measure.
Please contact: Richard Marain
182 Vaughan Road, West Harrow,
Middlesex. 11111 400.

FOR SALE

Pace RS232 [with Commstar) £15.00
Rmstrad SM2400 Modem £25.00
(or £35.00 the pair)
GT65 Green Screen Monitor £15.00
Disc Software
ievious, Arkanoid, Revolution, Laser
Genius all £3.00
Cassette Software
Driller, Colossus Chess, Children's
Trivial Pusuit, Children's Trivial
Pursuit Question Pack, all £1.00
Trivial Pursuit, Scrabble, Monopoly,
Cluedo, Scalectrix, 3D Starfighter,
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Super Tank, Star Wars, Skatin USA,

Ghosts and Goblins, Dizzy Panic,
Fantasy World Dizy, Animal Vegetable
and Mineral, Grand Prix, SuperSprint,
Paperboy, Blasteroids, Head Over

Heels, all 50p.
Amstrad Action Cover Tapes
AA17(Defenders of the Earth), 30

(Screen Designer), 31(Zapp Assembler),
33 (Stnrnlord), 34 (Elite), 35

(Exolon), 36 (Cybernoid), 3'!

(llebnlns), 39 (Deliverance), 40

(Zynaps), 41 (Ikari Warriors), 42

(Fantasy World Dizzy), 43 (Turbo the
Tortoise), 44 (Crazy Cars), 49

(Spaghetti Western)
50p each or £6.00 the lot plus PAP

Please contact: Bob Miller at
55 Den Lane, Springhead, Oldhan,
0L4 4AA Tel: 0161 620 2110

FOR SALE:

CPC 6120 with Colour monitor, Joystick
External 3.5" disc drive and lead.

Two Microgenic Ronboards with DES,

Protext, Promergei, Prospell, Utopia,
Adlan, BCPL, ROMDOS Rons AMT house and

software Pull manuals and boxes.
LOTS of CPC magazines from years gone
by AA, thA, ACU, Amtixl, (but no

MACCIS)

Over 60 3“ discs most with
Games/Public domain, type-ins etc.
Software includes, original CP/M

discs, Advanced Music Studio, Advanced
Art Studio, SAC and many more.
Also included Computer desk and chair.
All for £250 or one. Buyer to collect.
Also for sale, Star LCZ4-200 colour
Dot Matrix Printer. Complete with
manual, lead, printer stand, 1 brand
new colour and 1 brand new black
ribbon, 4 font cartridges, (cost £25

each). Easily controlled by standard
Epson/IBM codes — it's the machine I

wrote my printing articles on, easy
front panel operation, (no nasty
dippers!), VGC. £150.00 ono.

Please contactzMr M J Lyons 0A. PGCL‘.

85 Leigh Road, Mindley Green,
Wigan Wll2 4XE

Tel: 01942 59942

FOR SALE:

Dart Light Pen L Software £5.00
Mini Office II on Disc in original box

and book as new. £5.00
Prestel Link A Disc Software £5.00
Tasword 464/6120 Original Folder and

disc. £5.00
llodos Ron & Rodos Extra on Disc with
book. £10.00
Original CPM Discs £4.00
CPW 0256 with Printer and System Discs

£55.00
Loads of other Disc software will swap
or part exchange any of the above for
PROTEST ROM with instructions.
Please contact: Tony Taylor
77 Anton Way, Aylesbury, Bucks
MPZl 0LT Tel: 01296 433404

THE DIRECTORY
Sentinel Software

41 Enmcre Gardens. East Sheen,
London SW14 BRF

Telephone 0181 2877330
10% off all soitware,

phone for up-to—date lists,

H .E.C. (Amstrad Repairs)
47-49 Railway Road. Leigh.

Lancashire WN7 4AA
Telephone 01942 261 see/672424

Quality repairswith most at
standard charges

Free technical support, advice and
Information on all repairs carried out

A 10% discount Is available to WACCl.

CrystalX Software
11 Vicarage View, Redditch.

Wares 897 4RF
Stellar Outpost, excellent strategy
game Tape £2.50Disc £3 99

(Cheques payable to A Swinbuurne)

Merlme-Serve
Martina—Serve/KAD

Brympton Cottage, Brunswick Road
Worthing, Sussex BN11 3N0

Tel/Fax 01903 208739
II you can't get hold of a CPC

Item, then try us, because we have
probably gotwhat you want

A5 SSAE tor the latest Catoloque.
Also KAD, a disc based PD library

containing over 200 discs.
For a cataloquesend a disc
(3" or 3.5") and a SSAE.

Three Inch Drive Belts
AJ Howard, 65 Altyre Way,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 SED
For the CPC and PCW.

Flat fitting with instructions
Only £2.25 including P8P

cm DISK (ex-MMre house)
£15.00 per 10

OFQ Crustal Boxes 15p each
AMSOFT 3" 10‘s DISK BOX £4.00

AMSTRADMP3 £35.00
1000's of TAPES from 99}:
Many DISK from £3.99

eg: THUNDERBIRDS £4.99
3" Head Cleaner £3.99

BUSINESS, EDUCATIONAL8:
GAMES

LIST AVAILABLE

FREE POSTAGE OVER £10.00

CAPRI
MARKETING LTD

COMPUTER CAVERN

9 DEAN STREET
MARLOW. BUCKS 9L7 3AA
Tel: 01628 891101 Tel/Fax:

891022
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

SBIT
THE“(3”le FORALLSHITCOMPUTERUSERS
Yes. Ifyoufile got a.CPOoraSAM:
a (364:or a POW,aSpectrum.orwhatever...if it.A. an 8—bitat heart,8311‘ is 101-you

Faleawnppsng, E-man, DTP.BestBuys,Boum-ofSoftware andHardware.Repairs". ClubNew. em.
only£2.00per h-ueBihmonchly
From:BrianWat-onHmwden.39 ngla Street.Sutton.ELY. Cambi-CBS 212A

Tel: 01353 777006
Email:Bxdnna-phemaa.demon.oo.uk

Merline-Serve
* NEW PRODUCT* NEW PRODUCT * NEW PRODUCT*

The Wizzard 8 bit Printer Port is now available at £15.00 - remember that
members get 10% discount.

As a special offer to celebrateWACCI’s 100th IssueMerline-Serve are
offering the port at the great price ofjust £12.00 including discount.



Don't look back in anger
by David Crookes

Congratulations! Stand up and take a bowl NACCI has made 1' t to the My .700 and

David Crookes is here to offer his opinions on exactly what that means.

INTRO...
100 issues - we can all see what a

momentous occasion this truly is.
lihen a magazine that survives not

through sales on the shelves of
newsagents, but through the rigours of

mail order, reaches 100 you just have

to admire the work of the team behind
it. And we can talk freely in
astonishing honesty about the manner
in which the user group has touched
many people.

LOVE IS A DRUG...

MCI is a love, a rock, a sense of

security, a sort of monthly drug which
has driven perfectly sane people
crazy. Yet although mystery still
surrounds the exact meaning of the
abbreviation of WACCI, everyone knows

the word has to be added to a

thesaurus under the lexical entry of

"help", for MCI has over the many

years helped so many people.

BORN AGAIN...
When the magazine hit the equally
impressive number of 49 issues, the
future looked particularly bleak until
the charming and articulate Clive
Bellaby rounded up a small group of
hackers and relaunched the group with
the release of issue 50 and that lead
to the next fifty issues. ht the time
the CPC was in a relatively healthy
position. Yes, there were doubts that
it would not last much longer, and

parallels could be drawn to the doubts
that TACCI would have lasted longer,
but the CPC still had many hackers and
a strong 35,000 readership of hmstrad
hcticn. Now the wheel has turned full
circle with NhCCI appearing to be a

tower of strength although witnessing
the demise of hmstrad Action and its
wonderful readership in the process.

THE FUTURE...

But that is all in the past and now

“CM is the future; a future filled

with as much promise as the future
that heralded TACCI when it came from
the brink of collapse. It can go forth
and help its members even more. It can

pile its many resources - its members
— into fulfilling the vacant roles
left by the industry. There may be a

distinct lack of new software but
ThCCI is in a position to gather the
talents of members into generating new

software. Games may have left the
shelves but MCI is in a position to
gather it up and attempt to make it
PD. There are many, many roles that
NhCCI can play and has played to such
effectiveness.

SERVICES...
A book library proved a fantastic
answer to those who wanted to read CPC

specific books but could not, for the
volumes were too expensive. The

telephone helpline has been a backbone
for many years, positively proving
that ThCCI equals help. The magazine
keeps everyone in touch, covers areas
which commercial magazines daren't
touch.

A DEFINITION...
Too often we are projected with images
of commercialism on the television in

programmes like Yorkshire TV's Bad

Influence, Channel 4's Gamesmaster and
BBC Television‘s Total Reality and in
glossy magazines like Future
Publishing's Edge, but the real
computer enthusiasts do not lie in
these tomes. Real computer enthusiasts
don't sit around in front of their
llIChh Surround Sound 35" television
sets plugged into Sony Playstations
and Sega Saturns. The real enthusists
are those who still toy with 11 year
old 8-bit machines and want their
knowledge to be shared and have other
people‘s knowledge to share. These are
the happy and content people who

actually derive enjoyment from their
pursuits and gain satisfaction from
the enthusiasm of others for the same

subject.

AND FINALLY...
Call it an infatuation if you will.
Phrase it as an obsession. Name it
MCI and, please, here's to another
100 issues...

David.

SI) MICROSYS'I‘ICMS(l)ep1 Z) l’() [30x 24, ALlleboroughNorfolk Nil] 7 llILc. "[131 (0 I 953) 483750
'l‘hc (ZI’CT. PCW and l’C‘ Specialists.

Software:Wide range oli programns includingBusiness/Accounts, Payroll. WordProcessing/DTP. Databases, lJtilitiesplus a budget range l‘l‘()l‘l’1 only £5.00,all available on 3", 3.5" and 5.25" disc.Al)’l‘ll()RlSl—£l) L()(l()M()'l‘lVl’£ [JFLALPLRS ANl)TASMAN S()FTWARE RANCEE‘. ST()LTKISTS.
Supplies:Blank [)iscs, Lockable Boxes, Printer(Tables and Ribbons, Labels and niche.N1£Wl3" l)l{l\/l£ RliVlVlil< Kl'l‘....£10.00l)rive belt, Cleaner, l)lY instructions.
Hardware:3.5" [Disc l)rivc packages fronn £75.0024 pin (Jolour Printers frorn £199.00I)isk transfer service (1PC?<>PCW<>PC‘Send a SAE For our current cataloguestating computer type and disc size.
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A Guide toEPROM8 on the CPC

With Ian Neill

Emails are an easy way to expand your CFC, but they nay not seens very straight
forward to a novice. over the next few articles I will attenpt to explain both
hardware and software aspects of i'l’lwlls,
include eralple pieces of circuits and programming,

and how the two cone together. I will
that l have used, including

how to put 00560”, and other programs (even 3/1516), onto l'PIIolls.

IllPlIl
During the course of the series I
would welcome any input, requests, or
advice if you think I have got
something wrong, or could do it a

better way.

Everything1 write (about EPROHs)

comes from what I have learnt or
discovered by experience, so please
don‘t ask me to recommend a book on
the subject because I don't know any!
280 machine language, on the other
hand, is covered by a multitude of
books. A visit to your local library
should contain general 280 books, and

possibly CPC specific ones. Failing
that HhCCI has a book library that
is available to melbers, and contains
all the books I have got!

BEFORE you SIAM...
There are some things you night need
to help you to follow this series.
Listed in the order that I think of

thel, they are as follows:

1. h CPC of sole description - it must
be working too! I have a CPC6128, but
I will flag any crcm differences
that I am aware of. I can only assume
the Plus's are similar to a 6128, but
I am not certain, so beware if you
have a I‘lus!

2. At least a basic knowledge of THO

lachine code. I will explain what my

programs are doing, but I won't start
explaining what the Accumulator, or
other registers (HIHTI), are.

3. An asselbler for any machine code

prograls. I use 1.3th for writing and

error for debugging, but there are

many others. Use the one you are
familiar with, it shouldn’t matter as
long it compiles, but if you have
assembler problems and you are not
using LERH or HhXhh I may not be able
to help.

4. The Printout Iirnware Guide. This
is an absolute mine of information
following the demise of the original
hlstrad guide. It is available from
HACCI and comes with a disc of
examples and utilities, including an
assembler. This is the one book I
refer to most, and should really be
considered as essential for any
serious machine code programming.

5.hROH Board. I realise that ROM

boards are expensive, when bought new,
soI intend this guide to contain
sufficient information to help you
build your own (assuming you are
proficient with a soldering iron
etc.). New nos boards, with Bor 16

slots, can be bought from CDHSOPT

(formerly ChHPllRSOl’T)

6. ho EPIOH programmer. Not an
everyday item I agree, but when it
comes to blowing your latest effort,
onto an EPROM, they are essential.
However, if you need it, I am willing
to do the programming for you if you
provide the EPRDHs and postage.

I. Some EPRDHS if you do write any
programs. There are many kinds of
Wills, so I will discuss them as part
of this series.

8. An interest, of some sort, in CPC

hardware and programming. EPIOHs, how

they work and how to progranthem,
will be pretty boring if you are
interested only in games and getting
your name into the high—score table!

9. Tea / Coffee. Tea breaks are very
important and I LIKE tea!

If you want to contact me .....

Ian Neill
11 Millway Drive
Bishops Tachbrook

Leanington Spa

Harwickshire
CV33 98E

My address is:

My telephone To is: (01926) 337108

IHAT'S NEXT?

Next issue I will start with the
hardware aspects of EPROHs. I will
talk about the different kinds of
EPRUlts, how they function, and the
mechanisms behind programming them. I

will also explain how they are
interfaced to the CPC.

Ian
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MODEL
NIVERQE Richard Narain

"Ilere you go, fish, " said Paul.
said Ric/I. ”What is it?” In a nut shell,

"Tell us what you think of this. ”May, Paul,"
it's a system that allows you to create

317 wireframe objects and have a loo/r at them. If you remember the spaceships from
Elite you 're almost there.

HERE IE 60...
The program is in two main parts, the
first being where you create an
object. Calling it Model Universe is a

bit of an exaggeration as an object
can only have up to 255 lines and

vertices. (h vertex is a flash name

for a corner, plural: vertices. (You

know these clever types - they have to
give everything a flash name to make

them seem clever.)] I should point out
that this is not a quick and easy
thing to do. You could probably whip
up a two dimensional image without
thinking about it but for anything
with a third side you really need to
plan things out first on a sheet of
paper or three.
Having said that, designing your

object is made as simple as possible.
A pointer moves along three axes, two

of them parallel to the screen, the
third going into it. The coordinates
of the pointer are shown so you know

where you are and the view can be
altered so you can see the object from

top, bottom and sides.

HAVE SOME FUH

Once your masterpiece is created you
go into display mode. This is where

you have some real fun. The object can
be moved around by rotating in just
about any way imaginable. The function
keys are used for this and you can
even use two or three direction
rotations by pressing two or three
different keys. You can zoom in and
out and change the viewpoint to get
different effects.

The speed is surprisingly quick,
although an object with a lot of lines
will obviously take longer to move.
But there's never any sort of
flickering or distortion.

IT DOESN'T Elli) HEHE

Objects can be saved and loaded and
there are ten examples on the disc of
varying ambition - a pair of 2D

triangles, a broken square, and the
more complex designs like a joystick
or fighter plane. But it doesn't end

there. You can save the object as a

screen which can be handy. Say you
wanted a fancy title screen for that
game you've written. All you have to
do is draw the title and give it a

tilt and there you have instant 3])

writing. You can also have the image

The Review
be

sent directly to the printer. Another
feature is converting the vertices
into variables for BASIC.

HUI IILL YOU ENJOY 11’!

Undoubtedly. Host software
divided into two sections
serious stuff. This one is a game for
a serious user, and considering the
nine in your paws, you are most likely
a serious user. Be warned though, it
is very slightly on the technical
side. But even if you did fail your
maths exals you'll still have fun with
this. You get a real kick out of
seeing your creations cone to life.
Everything has been written to make it
easy to use. The program is very
accomplished and works very well, an
admirable piece of coding.

can be
- games and

THE HEVIEI IIIHIII A HEVIEI

0n the other side of your disc or tape
you'll be pleased to find a free game,
by the nale of Gatecrasher. Each level
has a row of compartments at the
bottom and a chap at the top who drops
barrels through holes (although, why
he does this is not clear). In between
is a Iaze-like wall full of gates.
When a barrel passes a gate it flips
over, sending the next barrel the
other way. The best way to explain is
to describe my train of thought:
"Right. If I drop a barrel down here
it will roll that way, that way and
that way and then I can drop one down

here... Oh, no I can't 'cos the first
one made that gate flip so it will go
that way, but if I drop a barrel down

here then that gate will flip so the
second one goes that way, but if I put
the first barrel down the hole next to
it I can flip another gate the
opposite way...". Someone pass the
Anadin please.

Tic/lard.

The cost: £11.99 from Consoft
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An EPIC saga from Ian Parker
THE TALE OF THE PRINTER DRIVER - AND HOW I SURVIVED

I must apologise at the start [or the fact that for this review I have drawn
heavily upon the text of the instruction file supplied with the program suite. It
was not an intention to do so but everything seemed to form itself around what
was there after cutting haclr and then I thought that it was wasteful to try and
re-invent the wheel so to speak. Ilere you have it - a piece of text like a wheel
re—iuvented.

IHAT DOES IT DO?

What does the program do? How about
the chance to lay out tables onto a

standard 114 sheet without the use of
an Bbit port; use fractions; write
lost of the Greek alphabet; use
accented characters and have three
differently shaded character spaces?
If that sort of thing does not

excite you or you simply are not
interested in these areas, please skip
the rest of this article; I don't want
to waste your time as I wax lyrical.

IHAT DOES IT STAND FOR?

EPIC (Enhanced PrInter Control) is a

program which allows anyone who has
the Protext 11011 and a printer with the
IBM graphics characters to include a

large range of these characters in
their documents - you do not need an
8-bit printer port to use EPIC - as I
said before.
Another feature is that the chosen

printer need only support 1014 graphics
characters - it does not have to be an
EPSOE or compatible. It is a fact
though that both details do seem to be
supplied together.

The original version enabled anyone
who has the Protext R011 and a printer
to include a large range of the
printer's extra characters in their
documents.

EPIC v1.1 is a more advanced program,
offering a simpler method of selecting
characters (with the original version,
you had to remember or look up which
keypress did what), and allowing the
users to define their own characters
and fonts, so you are not stuck with
the standard EPIC characters.

DETAILS

Updated: Version (V1.1) released into
public domain in April 1993. EPIC v1.1

is an enhanced version of the original
EPIC, which was released into the
UACCI PD library in November 1992.

Program runs on: All Amstrad cm
and CPC+s, disc with PROTEXT on ROM.

Program written by: Michael Beckett,
July 1992, ll Steeple Gardens, Steeple
Road, hntrim, Co hntrin, Northern
Ireland BT41 IEU.

IHAI no YOU GET FOR YOUR IOIIEY
EPIC consists of 16 files, as follows:

Basic:
COHPILETTJRS (3k)
DISHES (1k)
EPIC.EAS (2k)
EPZ.BES (1k)
HELPJIES (1k)

Binary:
Start Length Exec

13k) 10000 tats -
(3k) - I8a6 -
(9k) ”000 1.2000 17000
(St) 16000 1.991 -
(1k) tbeUU E32 -
(2k) 8.8000 I718 -
(1k) - t102 -
(1k) - t250 -
(3k) 1.8000 h9b9 —

COMPILEREIN

EPIC.BIN
FONTJTIN

INSTALLUIR
MENLOAD.EIN

HENUJDT

STENDARDJPI

STANDARDEPZ

TYPE.BIIT

Escii:
EPICDOC (13k)
STANDARDEPD (4k)

Protext format:
EIAEPLEEUC (3k)

EPIC v1.1 requires 55k of disc space
and will work on disc only. It does
not require 120k RAE so it can be used
on a CPC464.

Some of the files refer to and were
used by version 1.0, they are no

longer valid and may cause some
contusion. e.g. EPICHELPidoc and
EPICIEIS.doc. I may request leave to
delete these two files from the disc
for the confusion they can give. They
do not enhance the program at all. It
least, as far as I understand things.
(Who wants to keep 003 v2.0 when v6.1
is almost being given away?)
In version 1.1 the access to the

extra characters is done with the use
of the ENTER key and the cursor keys.
Whereas in version 1.0 the enter key
and the main keyboard keys were used
requiring great feats of living memory
and/or the use of a looknp chart.
hence the tile EPICIEYSTOC.
Unfortunately this last file does not
seem to print out under the care of
V1.1 - Perhaps that is why some folk
became disenchanted with the program.

HUI DOES IT no II?
This program is not the same as
ProPrint - I have not attempted to run
both together yet. If I do try I will
let you know of the result; if any.

H0! 00 YOU USE IT — STARTING UP

At this point I shamelessly plagiarise
the instruction file, not for any
obscene reasons of perversity but
because the point is just straight
forward good sense - very much like
the rest of the instruction file. The

first thing you should do is make a

copy of the disc, and only work from
the copy, keeping the master in a safe
place. Use any disc copier suitable
for the job. The copy will be your
EPIC working disc.

The Protext RUM is enabled before
starting the program. EPIC should be
run from a reset or a just switched on
computer, this gives maximum free
memory possible.
Insert the working disc copy of P055

in drive It, and type:

EUU"DISC and press [RETURN]. The menu
now loads, simply select EPIC.

Once EPIC has been loaded you will
have around 3711 free for documents
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depending on how many ROHS you have
connected. PROTEXT is then called. (a
boon from ROE)

Protext can be used as normal, with
all of its features retained. In
fact, apart from the sign on message
there is no obvious difference from
the usual page at start up.

EOXES

EPIC can also let the user include
line graphics in a document, for
producing tables and boxes etc. The

box characters are entered using the
function keypad (1 to 9 on the 464's
numeric keypad).
The keys are logically laid out:

f7 — the
£9 - { box
f1 - corners
f3 4 ....

it E f2 - = horizontal lines
f4 3. f5 - vertical lines
SHIPTTH — vertical line/join
SHIFT+f6 - vertical line/join
SHIFT+f - - horizontal line/join
SHIET+f2 - — horizontal line/join
f5 — E a cross

EXTRA CHARACTERS

You can, at any point in your
document, insert an extra character.
The simple command is to press ENTER

(on the 6128). You will see a list of
all the extra characters appear at the
very top of the screen. Yhizz along
the line to the character you want

(use the cursor keys) and then press
RETURN or COPY. To use the sane
character again one can use the full
stop on the numeric keypad.

THE EXTRA CHARACTERS

If there is only one printer driver on
the disc, then it is loaded
automatically by EPIC. If there is
more than one printer driver on the
EPIC disc, you will be presented with
a list of these files when you run
EPIC, and you have to choose which

printer driver to install. Initially
there is only one driver to choose
from. These other drivers would be the
results of your own efforts.

The EPIC printer driver can be
changed by the user for many printer
types. To do this, you will need to
createa printer driver file anda
font file. If you do embark on this

‘ iii EPl(‘vl 1

exercise I do recommend the use of
logical file names — avoid nales like
"THISTEST" or "LATEST". You can be

sure that when you come back to the
keyboard you will forget which is the
best effort so far.

You can use Protext itself in
program mode to edit or create a

printer driver.
EPIC printer drivers have a

particular layout. Examine the
STARDRRREPD file as an example. When

saving don‘t forget my advice about
file names.

You can have as many or as few
definitions as you want in each group.
Note that only the characters from
CRR$(146) to CRRSlZiP) should be
defined - Protext uses the rest of the
characters for different purposes. It
would also be sensible to leave the
pound sign alone, as it is.
Load EYRRPLEEOC into Protext after

installing EPIC to see how this is
done. The example gives a good idea of
the capabilities of the program
output. So far, I have used the
EIRRPLEROC page variously modified to
test the printer driver I was

constructing for the CANOE bubble jet.
(It saved a lot of time)

7LT
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COIPILING A PRINTER DRIVER

That is only part one of the process.
The printer driver you created has now

to be compiled before it can be used
by EPIC.
Insert your PD55 work disc in the

drive and type: RUlT"DISC and press
[RETURR]. From the menu page select
COMPILER.

Select the file using the up/down

cursor keys. If you want to load froI
another disc, insert the new disc and

press "R". Row press [RETURN], use the

up/down keys then press [RETURN] again
or "O" (for “Ok") to load the file.
The printer driver will then be

compiled - you will see it scrolling
up the screen as it is being
processed.l always find a form of
deep satisfaction watching a computer
perform like this; processing data
from a program that has already
processed the data. So long as it
gives me glimpses of the processes,
it's the sort of thing I could watch
for ages. Perhaps it is my simplistic
attitude towards computing engines. -
It's what they're paid to do after
all.

When compiling is finished, the file
will be saved with a .EPl extension
but it has to be given your filename
as a newly defined file.

CREATING A llEl FORT

its well as the .EPi file created by
the compiler, on the same disc you‘ll
need to make a .EP2 font file. Use the
EPIC font editor to create the font.
So far, I have used this bit of the
program suite just as a part of the
ritual for making the font file,
making no changes in the process.
Another area to explore when time
permits.
Insert your PD55 work disc in the

drive and type: RUE"DISC and press
[RETURN]. Select Font Editor from the
menu as before.
The font editor is very easy to use.

Lots of screen displayed help. Don't
forget the advice about making a

backup BEFORE you start to make any
changes. Histooks are easier to reledy
them. When I am "playing" I often use
two discs, one to use as a test disc
and one to backup every time I save a

file. -It really does pay off for me

when I scrunch the wrong darned file.
One of the included facilities is a

choice of screen colour when using a

colour screen. It is not an option
that I have tried as I use a green
screen nowadays.

IACROS
R macro is a sequence of commands or
characters which can be produced by a

single keypress. They are made and
used in the same way as normal as
shown in the Protext manual.
In a macro, you can include some of

your extra characters, which include
EPIC characters of course.
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IR!) IOULD USE IT

It night well he used by soseone who

does a lot of typing on the Anstrad at
hone or in the office. Especially
soneone who my require the use of the
extra synbols that are now available
to then. For ne, Greek characters are
sonething that we had to learn about
at school - Pythagoras, lloner,
Achilles and his tendon etc.

DOES IT DO THE JOB

Does it do the job? In short - yes. he

fuss, the characters are there, when

and where you want then. Does it slow

you up? In truth, the answer is yes
but only at the start when it all
loads up.

Once you've learnt how to use it —

which doesn't take long really, then
it is an advantage. After that the
program is invisible to the user and
does not get in the Hay. Protext still
operates nornally although I have not
checked it with Pronerge and this
suite running.

Ian Parker
Sunny hognor

This suite of files is on Pt] 55 —

yes I ’ll sell you a copy if you
want. But not to just any old soul
though - just you.

Jan Parker
24 Ilrt’ord Drive
Vest Heads
doguor legis
[lest Sussex
P021 50”

THE COSMIC CURSOR - STARGAZING FOR THE CPC

ARIES:

TAURUS:

GEIIRI:

CANCER :

lEO:

VIRGO:

3WW*
Yeas spirit cases to the fore this south, Your

user finally sasters 005W” and away you both
go. a little dust settles around sid south but
a dose of Hr Sheen and a good duster will soon
spruce up your sonitor.

this is a tise for reflection. A power struggle
develops early next south but once the electric
bill is paid all will becoue clear again.

lhis south find your catalogue full. h serge
say take place later but it will be justified.
l sessage ou the bulletin hoard iron '1’
brightens up your uonitor.

An addition to the fasily is highlighted. Could
it be a new non or an extra disc drive.
Whatever it is, it can only he to your
advantage.

Just how such 'it’ do you really need. are you
thinking of going global? Just watch your
sargins and you won't overload.

douauce and intrigue are just what the doctor
orders this south. dufortunatly Barbara
t'artland is not what you have in M14. Prospt
your user to indulge you an a llcVities
chocolate hiscuit for that relaxing light byte.

LIRRA:

SCORPIO:

SAGGITARIUS:

CAPRICORII:

AQUARIUS:

PISCES:

feeling down in the duups.’ lever uiud, just
treep yourself wars with a nice cosy word—vrap
and you will soon be posing again.

[low is the tide to use your wildcard in the
search for that hissing data. You find your
hack—up useful and sanage to configurate your
dusdos.

A uail serge is apparent so he prepared to
stasp it on your ueuory. Build up your couuand
node as you don’t want to be known as a soft
character.

Your user is all fingers and thuubs just lately
but Protext should soon sort his out. Your

pirels say need attention but it all goes
towards character building.

This is detiuitly your south! Your t‘Pd is
running suoothly, the discs are properly
foruatted and your doll is not overloaded. You

can do no vrong.’

This is a rather trying tiue for you, your
cursor sees spots and your keys are in a

quandary. don’t despair though as a call tron
that certain special uodeu later in the south
should blow away any static.
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THE ANGELA COOK
INTERVIEW

This month it’s Jeff “No legs” Walker
Angela corners the poor man in his drbridge home. She [units at him sternly then
reads his his rights. ”Mr. Walker, I am here to interview you. You have the right
to remain silent, but anything you say may be noted down and published on the
pages of WWI. "

INTRO

Jeff Walker is the man who started
HACCI. lie is the man we either have to
thank [I would) or start lobbing
bricks at (most members wives would, I
feel). So, 100 issues on from the
first ever llllCCI, I asked the creator
a few questions and demanded that he

justify his reasons for letting WICCI

cause a huge metaphysical dent in the
world as we know it.

IACCI) Why did you set thCI loose on
the world?

Jeff) For a number of reasons. I doubt
if there are any members left who can
recall the first issues. They were on
tape. Using the computer and computer
media as a means of conveying
information fascinated me.

Potentially, you could do so much

more. It could be interactive. Instead
of just reading about something, with
digitized sound and pictures you could
be shown something.
Isoon learnt that the CPC wasn't

really up to doing the kinds of things
that were spinning round my head.
Indeed, it would be years before the
technology became cheap enough for
"multimedia" to hecome practica I
But that was one reason — I wanted to
explore and exploit the current
technology for what it was worth.
Another reason was that I had been

trying to break into the writing
business for many years. The walls
around my work station were papered
with “refusal slips"- polite notes
from editors that said: "Thanks, but
no thanks." I stuck them on the wall
to remind me that it was nothing
personal. It was just that editors

tended to stick with the writers they
knew.
Publishing my own newsletter would

give me an incentive to write. These
were the early days of DTP and "self
publishing" was considered in the
business to be a form of masturbation.
I didn't see it that way. I saw it as
the perfect means for the minority
voice to have its say and look good
while saying it.
After a few experiments with various

bits of CPC software, I learnt that I
could use Protext and Art Studio to
cut-and-paste together pages that
didn't look too shabby, even if they
were printed on a cheap 9—pin printer.
Reproducing those pages was another

matter. Although photocopiers in those
days weren‘t really up to the job,
that was the best I could afford. It
didn't look too bad.
But probably the main reason I

started WACCI was because I was
frustrated by the drivel I was reading
in the CPC magazines of the time.
Inaccurate information abounded. I've
always believed that it's just as easy
tn get it right as get it wrong, it
just takes a little more effort. do I.

decided to put my theory to the test.

I) What exactly does the acronym WACCI

stand for? Has the meaning been
lost in the mists of time, or is it
unprintable?

J) It never stood for anything. Later,
someone - I've forgotten who - made it
stand for the Worldwide Amstrad CPC

Club International, but when I dreamt
it up it was just a name that I
thought would be difficult for people

to ignore. Hhen you look at the word
printed all in capitals, it looks like
it ought to mean something important.

I) WACCI went from a small newsletter
to what can only be described as a

magazine in a matter of months.
Hhat gave you the incentive to lake
HhCCI bigger and better.

J) The more I played with the
available software, the more I learnt
about what was possible. I was pushing
the software to it's limits and
beyond. Sometimes it would take a

couple of days to produce a single
page, but it was always clear to me

that anything was possible given
enough tile. I was unemployed, sol
had plenty of that.
what I didn't have was money. And

there came a day when there was

nothing left with which to print the
next issue. I recall discussing this
sad state of affairs with someone who

at the time was a fairly new member.
He used to call regularly in the
evening for a chat. Out of the blue a

cheque turned up in the post. Not a

fortune, but enough to get the next
issue printed and posted. Without that
cheque HACCI would have died.

Hum? The name of our saviour? Steve
Williams.

I) That was your objective for WhCCI

in the beginning and do you think
it has reached that aim?

J] Hum. Tricky one. In the beginning I
wanted thCI the magazine (as opposed
to WACCI the club) to look as good as
it possibly could. I wanted someone in
the magazine business to one day look
at the magazine and say: "You never
did that at home on a CPC!"
That goal was achieved early, way

before the first year was up. The
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sixth issue, for example, was a
landmark issue. One article from that
(continued in the seventh issue) was

so good that it was rewritten to bring
it up to date, and then republished in
hlstrad Computer User. Stephen
Graimger's investigation into the
future of the CTC raised some

disturbing questions about how long
the olatforl had left. The answers
were not at all what people wanted to
bear, but Stephen‘s article proved to
be prophetic.

I) What do you attribute to WACCI‘s

still growing success?

J) on, without a doubt it is the
undying enthusiasm of the current
membership.

I) Why did you hand WACCI over to
Steve Williams?

J] In a nutshell, because I was

offered a job on Amstrad Computer
User. When a door like that opens for
you, you don't stand around dithering,
you close your eyes, hold your breath
and walk straight through it.
After much serious discussion, Steve

agreed to give up his job and take on
WhCCI full time. lie would earn his
crust by selling stuff mail order.
Steve lent me his car and even paid
for the extra insurance on it, so I
could take the job at too, which meant
driving 50 miles around the W25 from
Uxbridge to Brentwood.

WACCI fitted Steve like a well worn
glove. His isn't my story to tell, but
Steve was passionate about the
magazine and pushed the WACCI

membership figures up to almost 700 in
less time than it took me to reach
100. It was Steve Williams who made

WSCCI famous, not me. I started the

ball rolling, others will have to take
the credit for the path it took.

I) Through the years how have you seen
WhCCI evolve?

J) Evolution implies forward progress
and I think that has been difficult
for you — well, impossible actually —

since the CPC died. These days I find
WACCI rather retrospective. As I see
it, the job now of WACCI the magazine
is to keep WACCI the people together.
It's much more of a club newsletter
now, but that‘s no bad thing.

I) What do you see for WACCI in the
future?

J) Well, as it is a club for CPC users
it has to slowly fade away simply
because CPC users will be slowly
fading away. But that doesn't mean
that your are not doing a superb job,
nor that you should stop doing it.

I) How and when did you get your first
CPC?

J) in the summer of 1986 I bought a
CPC6128 from Dirons in Unbridge.
Before that I had a Sinclair QL, and
before that a Commodore 64 and various
Spectrums. I was a bit of a computer
nut, what we used to call a "hacker"
(It doesn't mean the sane thing
today).

To finance the CPC I advertised
"Computers Wanted" in the local paper,
bought them (mainly Spectruns) for
about £20, cleaned them, made sure
they worked properly, then advertised
"Computers For Sale" in the local
paper and sold then for about £40. I

had to sell my QL to get the last £70

I needed for the CPC.

I) What was so special about the CPC?

J) Simple. it came with its own
monitor and a built-in disc drive. a
monitor and disc drive for my QL would
have cost much more than the CPC.

I) Do you still own a CPC?

J) hh. Afraid not. You see, about a

year after joining hCIl the magazine
was sold to another publisher andI
became Assistant Editor on hmiga
Computing. Soon afterwards my CPCs
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were to be found sitting under the
stairs collecting dust. So I gave
Steve Williams my 5128 to help with
WACCI. At least I think I gave it to
him. Might have asked for some

coppers, can't remembers Neither can I

remember what I did with my 464.

Probably gave that to Steve as well.

I) What are you doing careerwise now?

J) I‘m running a company called
Bookmark Publishing, which is a sister
company to a firm you will all know -
HiSoft. My job is to commission, edit,
desktop publish and sell books about
computers and computing. Literally a

one man publishing house.
I come up with an idea for a book

that I think will sell. I find the
right person to write it. Once written
and edited (Protext is still my

preferred word processor) I desktop
publish the book. This I achieve using
a variety of software. If I decide to
publish on an Amiga I normally use
PageStream 3. If I decide to publish
on a Macintosh I use either Microsoft
Word 5 (yuk) or Aldus PageMaker 5

(nice). Somewhere along the way other
Mac software like Aldus Freehand and
Adobe Photoshop comes into play. But I
don‘t actually have a Mac on my desk;
instead I run a Macintosh emulation on
my Amiga AMIGO/040 machine.
Eventually I guess I'll end up with

a PowerMac because I desperately want

to move up to the deeply wonderful
PageMaker 6, and that requires a

really, really, really (really,
really) quick machine and at least
1be of memory.
Before joining Bookmark (and after

leaving Amiga Computing) I had been

running a WACCI-type magazine for
Amiga users for six years - Just Amiga

Monthly, JAM for short. Between issues
I did a lot of freelance writing for
the mainstream Amiga magazines, which

is how I earned my crust all that
time.

I) You're writing a couple of books.
What are they about?

J) Due's a book on setting up hard
disks on the Amiga, the other is a

novel that I've been scribbling away

at since before I started WACCI.

l) Describe yourself in 20 words.

J) Am ageing hippy who misses the good
old days of home computing. (Look at
that, eight words to spare!)

I) What is your
Pontoon?

fascination with

J) Ah, you're talking about the
Pontoon program I wrote for the CPC. I
wasn't fascinated with Pontoon so much

as with structured programming.
«That ’5 what he says- Angela)»
BASIC programs had traditionally

been rat's nests of com and short,
confusing variable names. I wanted to
write a BASIC program using the same
modern "top down" or "bottom up“
techniques used by professional
programmers, hence the modular

structure to that Pontoon program and

all the comments in it.
I chose Pontoon simply because the

game had a fairly short set of rules
which I thought I could easily write
in BASIC, thus enabling the computer
to play against the user.

I) Why were you called Jeff "no legs“
Walker.

J) It was coined by "Auntie" John
Kennedy if I remember correctly, and

it stems from a photo in the fifth
issue, taken at the recent Amstrad
Show at which a few WACCI members got
together for the first time. On page
10 of that issue there's a rather poor
reproduction of a photo of four of us.
I'm the short one in the front.
Actually I was ducking down so as not
to obscure the faces of hen Walker and

Stephen Grainger behind me. The one
with the beer in his hand is Alex
Aird.
Anyway, Auntie John started calling

me "No Legs", and for a while people
thought I really was legless and lived
in a wheelchair.

AND FINALLY...
Well there you have it. The meaning of
life, the universe and the acronym of
WACCI; thank you for your time Jeff.
This only leaves me to say, see you
next month.

Angela Cook

Deepest Sussex
By the sea

Waffle waffle. ..

The photograph from the fifththat got Jeff his nickname.
‘iSSUE
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GOOD
ENOUGH”.

With Peter Ceresole

I got a t'Pt' because of ’Jl) llonster llaze'. an—n—n was the best cooputer yaoe ever;
the oniy good one, in fact. And sure, it didn’t run on the t'Pt', it ran on the
21-51. h’ei], not so such "ran" as hurried, dashed, flew, least, bolted, sprinted
(this version of Protert has a thesaurus, out 1’11 get to that later...) The

point is, it was horrificaiiy guio/r. h’hiie it was running. Before it ran, you had
to ioad it. hood Jock. rape. t'Jio/r, grind, hioohiadeebieehiedoohiedeebdeehd «ten
minutes pass, okay?» b1eebhladeebieebiedoobiedeelzdeehdee((pop))heeeeeee.... one
minute Iron the end of an eleven minute load, that tiny "pop” of drop-out did it.
That was all she wrote. The end. to go. head.

HISTORY...
And so it went. I taught myself to
write 280 lachine code; what else
could you do with a Hill other than
learning to write machine code, apart
from running a power station? Rut

saving those long, horrible sequences
of meaningless garbage characters to
tape was mental torture. Hours of
keying in- and you *had* to save it
because version one invariably crashed
the machine solid- and then the tape
wouldn't lead back...

A FLOPPY ORE T00
So that was it. I'd never ever touch a

tape loader again. And when the CPC

came out with a floppy drive, that was

it. I had to have one. Luckily, I
waited a bit too long, and failed to
get a 664. So a 5128 it was. The best
bit of hesitatimg in my life.
Floppies. Quick- SO quick! Dead

reliable. It was paradise. I got a

proper assembler— haram- and never
used it; who wanted to write machine
code when here was a machine that
actually did useful things?

IORD PROS

Protext. There's the magic word. Other
word processors were sort of okay, but
suddenly this was it; love. Speed.

4"
Peter Ceresoie

Total reliability, unless you were
trying to print page by page.
My life was transformed. I was working
on "Panorama" at the time. Suddenly
scripts were easy. Letters were a

pleasure. This was, I think, back in
‘85 or ‘34, I can't remember. I was
the only person in Line Grove using a

computer except for Peter Snow, who'd
got an IBM IT for God knows how many
thou. with Protert on ROM, my CTC was

faster...

In (OR OR) ERROR

Then I wanted to get clever. I got a

second disk drive, and I wanted to
have all my utilities in a: when I
fired up, but to have my data files in
b:, and I wanted the CPC to log
automatically onto b: if there was a

floppy in there, otherwise to stay
with a:. I couldn't do it using “on
error" (in fact it can't be done in
Basic but I didn't know that]. i asked
hrnor how to do it. They didn't know,
but they told me to try WACCI. Rho?

WACCI. Heck...

GOLDEN YEARS

The rest is history. That CPC did me

proud for something like four years,
writing scripts, getting into conns
[IMP and CRR anyone?) My research was

all entered into Brainstorm; another
time CP/ll program, another wonderful
helpful software author, David Tebbut.
And helping Steve with ThCCI (Aaaaahl
Joolz!)I have a few apologies for
that perils-'5. i had a couple of covers
with... err... breasts. waned.
Women's. Well, one breast. Never
again. But inn. Nobody complained.
Rest possible taste. And it was a

tremendous pleasure doing "Fair
Comment". It was always the favourite
with the members. With me too.

A PROBLEM SHARED

And oh yes, my logging onto b: problem
was solved by Stewart Peppiatt. Thanks
a lot Stewart, I still remember that
with gratitude.

And then I spilt sone oi] on the
keyboard. I can recommend not doing
that...
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MID THEN...
By the time I had finally got all the
letters back in use (maths, cotton
wool, patience), I had bought aPC
clone. With Protext v5 of course.
Zowie! It was fast. But, quite
honestly, it did no more for me than
the CPC version did. I got the PC

version of BrainStorm, and of CRH, and
just carried on. Everything was a

*bit* faster (okay, quite a bit) but
that CPC was the biz, believe me. I
wonder who's using it now? ((I've got
your rams Peter, there are doinga
great job for ”MCI. -Pau1))

IAC-IN-DOS

And now what? I'm typing this on a

beautiful quick Mac, quite the most
elegant machine and user interface in
The Known Universe but guess what...
it's running Protert. It's in a DOS

emulation, and as always with Protext,
it’s dead quick. It seemed right. I

still use it with PCRR for my Fido
off-line reading; it has French
dictionaries, so I write my French
pieces in it, then use Protext's
convert utility to make the file into
Rich Text Format (RTF) and import it
perfectly, accents and all, into llac
WordPerfect (which has been tweaked to
have the same wonderfully rational key
shortcuts as Protext). hnd Protext has
a Thesaurus. Great. Up there at the
top, I used it for the first time in
five years...
So v6.5 is the last version; hrnor

have disappeared. But I can see myself
using this program for years and years
yet, occasionally on the Mac, all the
time on the hmstrad NCZOU, and on the
IBM laptop I haul as my home—from-home

to whatever office I camp in when I'm
doing contract work. Protext can
generate files which I can feed into
any of the programs and machines that
I have encountered.

A SURFER

So nothing ever changes. My basic
needs would still be looked after by a
CPC - except for accessing the
Internet, which is dodgy on a CPC.

AND FINALLY...
hnd WhCCI has made it to quber 100.
Well done everybody. It’s fascinating
to see that it looks exactly like the
back numbers in my collection. Just
like coming hone. Peter.

THE FAMOUS FRONT COVER FROM ISSUE 39
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Desert Island
Discs

With
Sue Lawleg

d'tc die;

[loo Iloffaft, ever the ego-centric, couldn’t wait for Olivia Seir'gman and Sue
Lawlev to invite him to tell the world on Radio 4 his favorite disc and boo/r.
Without a by~yonr~1eave he hi -jacks the Iv’dt't’l plane for the nearest desert
island.

MUSICAL INTRO

(Sounds off of seagulls doing what

seagulls do best and an orchestra
strikes up that well known theme I’lra—

la-la, tra-la-la, tra-la-la—la...]

THE SHOI SIARTS

Sue Lalley: My castaway this week is
virtually unknown to anyone other than
a select few who subscribe to the only
magazine which nurtures the needs of
the hmstrad CFC users. Full of self-
comfideuce, possibly one of the
world's worst BASIC programmers and

ignored by wise HhCCI members, he is
of course, Bob hoffatt.

St: Bob, you were born in Nottingham,
best known for Robin Hood, lace,
Raleigh bicycles, Players cigarettes
and Boots the CheIists. What sparked
your early interest in electronics,
technology and computing?

Bob Ioffatt: Don't forget the ”trip
to Jerusalem‘ - but to answer your
question it lust have been wondering
what an electric shock was like. I
removed the bulb from my bedside light
and put two fingers on the terminals.
I switched on. The resulting effect
left me with a deep respect for
electricity, the conviction that when

working with it you keep one hand in
your pocket and whistle loudly, and
mild brain damage which I hope to
overcome when I grow up.

SL: iihen did you first come into
contact with computers?

III: It wasn't until the early 70‘s.
A magnificent mechanical analogue
device, crammed with ball resolvers,
differential dividers and glass
observation windows to watch the dash
pots dripping oil onto the more
sensitive moving parts. It was built
to solve an equation by Raphson-llewton
iteration almost in real-time. True
poetry in motion.

St: Clearlya moving experience for
you. Your first disc?

BI: Hell literally my first disc was
the CP/H 2.2 disc provided with the
hmstrad 664 I bought on Waterloo
station from US Smith back in the
early 80‘s. Haven't forgiven them for
it. Lugged the computer home, set it
up and then found that I needed some

more 3“ discs. Rather like Christmas
day when the children find that
batteries are not included.

SL2 So the CP/Il 2.? disc is rather
special?

BI: Not at all, but when you first
start up you need it to format other
discs. Apart from that that there is
not much on it which cannot be
replaced by better PD software from
the WACCI library.

Idea, bee bee, bee, bee bee bee ,. ]

SL: Part of the cm 2.2 FORMAHOM

track. Bob, I know that you think a

great deal of HhCCI and I'll return to

that in a moment. has the CPC 664 was

your first computer?

III: It all depends what you call a

computer. I started with a Sinclair
32 step programmable calculator.
hnazing what you could cram into those
32 steps. Enough to examine its own
look up tables and report errors.
That‘s why I sent it back. There was

an error in the hrc'l'an table - a big
one.

Sl: And your second Disc?

BI: Difficult. I think I will have
to choose TASWORD. It‘s a difficult
choice because I don't use it now but
it was the first application programme
I bought, it introduced me to the
wonders of the word processor and that
was the most empowering thing that has
ever happened to me - apart, that is,
from the childhood electrical shock
that left me so brain dead that I
found myself with a word processor and
no printer.

SL: So you moved from a Sinclair
calculator to a CPC 564. has it a

hard transition?

Bil: No, that's not quite right. I
replaced the Sinclair with a TI SR 56

programmable. That had 100 steps and
was truely amazing. Can’t remember
what happened to the machine but I

still treasure and refer to the
applications library book for it.
It's got some very useful and compact
algorithms for compound interest and
days between dates which I still use.
I then up-graded to a TI 59 magnetic
card programmable...
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SL: So actually you're a boring old
name dropper, all wind and trousers...

UM: ...TheZY 81 was my first real
computer...

SL: You have obviously let
opportunity slip by you. Opportunity
must be grateful for such mercy. Your

third disc?

BI: I think it has to be USUEEP, or
USUP. I know that CP/M is getting a

bit tired and some people are scared
of it but this is a must. Documented,

free and happy to bounce between 3"

and 3.5" discs, copying, deleting,
renaming and squeezing as you please.
Absolutely dripping with tropical
goodness and utterly free (or £3.00
for the disc, whichever is the
greater) from Dave Stitson on PD Disc
Two from the “CU Software Library.

St: Hell I said earlier that I would

return to the subject of UhCCI. Uhat
made you turn to this? After all it
is well known how addictive UhCCI can
be. Surely a man of your age could
resist?

BI: Hhile working in London I got
used to buying hmstrad magazines from

newsstands, there were lots of then in
those days — magazines, not newsstands
- Computing with the hmstrad, hmstrad
Computer User, and later on hntir.
Even Popular Computing weekly used to
cover the CPCs. My job then took me

to Germany and I could no longer
browse and buy at will. I saw an
advert for UhCCI, or perhaps it was a

fanzine review, and took out a

subscription in a moment of madness.

SL: I expect that HMCCI members

regret that moment of madness. Your
Porth disc?

BI: Yes I do have one. Don‘t use it
much. Got it from the ESL.

SL: I'm sorry, your fourth disc.

Ull: Oh! I see. Hell, Ithink its
time for something a little light
hearted. hgame in fact. 'Lords of
Chaos' by Mythos. It's an adventure
game, with wizards, spells and

mythical animals. My hand to eye co-
ordination is rotten, so this game is

ideal for me. I can go away for a cup
of coffee and come back to find things
unchanged.

SL: Yonsnrprise me.

UhCCI people were
people.

I thought all
really serious

MI: Not at all. There is perhaps a

bias towards the more mature person.
In the early days for instance, John
Ridge wrote some first class
philosophical articles. (in the other
hand there has always been a streak of
madness ~ hunty John‘s Diary is a

pretty good example of this.

SL: And how did you become a YACCI

staff writer - were you driven to it
for the money?

BI: Hang on a second. There's no
such thing as a “CH staff writer.
Members just write articles on things
that take their fancy and submit them

to the editor. As for money, none
changes hands, although sometimes I
have thought some of my stuff would
need a back-hander to the editor
before it would be published.

SL: So what was your first article?

BI: It wasn't meant to be an article.
Peter Ceresole had written an article
on Protert and at the end he asked
someone to explain Masterfile III‘s
User Basic. I wrote a letter to
Joolz, she was the MIR COMMENT editor
in those days, and she, or Steve
Williams, the then editor, turned it
into an article.

SL: So you didn't jump, you were
pushed. And your fifth disc, will
that be PRUTEYT?

BI: Yo. I was inspired by Peter's
article and bought the ROM version of
PROTEY'I. I haven't got the disc
version. No, my fifth disc will have

to be Masterfile. It's a database
which is remarkably advanced and very
quick - except for the sort routines.
It can be a bit fiddly to set up, but
once done it is a joy to use. I keep
all my household insurance details and
record catalogues on it.

St: Pretty serious stuff.

BI: Well I do use it to keep track of
a PC adventure game I am playing at
the moment. I have the PC running the
game and the CPC with the database,
saves me remembering where I've
dropped a sword or found a gem!

St: Obviously a child at heart. And

your sixth disc?

III: This is getting difficult. I can

see I will have to leave some old
favourites behind. I think I will
select MICRDDESIGM PLUS. It‘s a good

design package, better than many desk
top publishers for the CPC and I quite
enjoy doodling with it. It can be

quite relaxing.

SL: Do you read your back copies of
UACCI? I presume you have a full set?

BI: Yes I do read them, but I don‘t
have a full set — I‘m not sure anyone
has. The magazine has been through 3

editors, Jeff 'Mo Legs' Walker who

founded it, Steve ‘St Eve‘ Williams,
and 'Uncle' Clive Bellahy. how we are
trying to wear out Paul Dwerryhouse -
he's held in such awe that no one
dares to put a handle to his name. I

suspect that in the early days no one
imagined how popular UhCCI would
become. Early issues must be

collector's items. My collection
starts at number 24, much to my regret
I threw away a couple, numbers 22 and
23 I think.

St: And the golden age of UhCCI?

Ull: That's a very invidious question.
Clearly without Jeff lialker there
wouldn't have been a UhCCI at all.
Unfortunately I have only seem issues
one and two of his work - they were
issued on tape initially, but were
converted to hard copy by Clive
Bellaby and Paul Dwerryhouse as
souvenir issues. I don‘t know when

Steve took over, but I rather get the
impression that he contributed a lot
towards the style of the magazine,
that vital mix that makes the magazine
feel special. Uncle Clive‘s
contribution was, aided and abetted by

other worthies such as Paul
Dwerryhouse, to rescue the publication
from its darkest hours and revive it.
He edited issues 50 to 79 before
handing over to Paul. Paul has added
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his own careful touches, masterminded
the convention, updated the style
while retaining the best of the old
and, perhaps most importantly, has
developed the membership from 290 to
351.

st: An impressive performance. Disc
number seven please, llob.

Ill: That depends on what luxury you
will allow me, Sue. lly CPC is an
essential so could I have a PC as my

luxury?

St: Silly boy! If you take your CPC

then that is your luxury.

Ill: llell in that case I would have

little use for PC TRhlIS, a handy thing
for converting discs from CPC to PC

format, useless of course without a
PC. I‘ll go for thEll GENIUS and its
compiler. It's a programme which I

never really got to grips with but
seems packed with features to write
CFC graphic games. ilith unlimited
time on my desert island I think I

would enjoy turning my hand to that.

St: And your last disc?

Ill: Am I allowed to take one I wrote
Iyself?

St: I suppose so.

Ell: Then I would take what I call my

'lloot' disc. It helps me configure
the CPC for a variety of tasks
especially word processing. Perhaps
I'll write an article about it while
I‘m on the island.

St: Oh dear! I may have started
something members will regret. And if
you could only take one disc?

Ill: Well since my word processor is
really part of the CPC and I would
have no need for a database on the
island, I'ii ashamed to say I‘ll choose
a game - 'Lords of Chaos’.

St: Bob, you have the complete set of
llllCCI magazines, including those much

sought after missing issues number I
to 23 and the llmstrad lihole Memory
Guide. llhat other book would you take?

Ell: Computing, maths, artificial
intelligence, art, music, number
theory. Heavy philosophy, light
plays, puzzles and paradoxes, all
joined together with a Lewis Caroll
like theme. Essential reading and
lot’s of it.

St: llnd your luxury?

Bl: llell it has to be my Cl‘C 5128
with Rlllls.

5L: llob, I‘ve neVer had to admit this
before but you are allowed that
anyway. There is little point my

castaways have all those records or
discs without something to play then
on. in additional luxury?

Bll: h lifetime subscription to llllCCI

please, Sue.

St: Thank you llob for letting us
share your desert island discs. Next
week my castaway will be . ......

5L: liould you survive
island?

on your llll: Douglas

0—14—005579—7.

Ell: llell I enjoy cooking and seafood
so I think I would at least be able to SL:

eat well. about?

Hofstadter's
Escher, Each‘, Penguin,

ho emphatic choice.

IllE FIIIAL SAY...
And so ends the last article in
the hundredth edition of li’ht‘t'].
0111' next birthday is in October
when we here into our eleventh
year of serving the CFC.

‘nnu
£12.99, rssn

llhat is it

ADVERTISING FEATURE - CPC SCI-Fl GUIDES

RED DWARF
One of the funniest comedies of the modern day, Red Dwarf has become a cult
classic with six seasons to date and a further one in production. The crisp writing
talent of Rob Grant and Doug Naylor have culminated in a show that won the 1994
Brnish Comedy Award and an International Emmy.

The show centres around four spaced out burns that go by the name of Lister,
Rimmer. Krytien and Cat But if you're a fan of the series you'll already know this.

The Red DwarfGuide comes on one disc tor the Amstrad CPC and is invaluable for
any true fan Produced by John Fox tor the Amiga range of computers, the PD disc
has now been converted for use on the CPC to allowa whole legion of fans access
to tunning facts about the show. And it is only available through Pacific Software for
the small fee of E2+disc+SAE A small price on pay for a wonderful guide to a
fantastic show

it‘s a perfect accompaniment to the programmesand it even includes a transcription
of all of the programmes from the first series so you could even re-enact your own
scenes However youmusthurry because this offer is only for one month. If you are
serious about your comedy then you mustget this

X-FILES
The Internet has received a lot of media attention from newspaperhacks who have
hit upon new phrases such as the dreadful. "information superhighway." The thing
is, the lntemet is a fascinating place to “surf' but with costly connection charges,
British Telecom's bills and the fact that you need a modern, "surfing" can become
very expensive indeed.

The X-Files Guide is a collection of material taken from the Internet and is an
absolute minefield of information about the Golden Globe winning show for Best TV
Series, The X‘F'WeS' attiaction oI paranormal and supernatural investigations have
drawn viewers to their screens faster than you could say "ET "

Now you can own this disc, previously only available on the Amiga, exclusively from
Pacific Software, again for only one month. Everything you ever wanted to know
aboutthe programme including fan club addresses. frequently asked questionsand
a programme by programme guide, is here. All that is needed from you is
£2edisc+SAEand you can witness for yourself the most in-depth coverage of the
series this side of Mars The Truth Is Out There'

ORDER DETAILS
These are truly fascinating discs and a must for any fin We acknowledge this,
which is why we are only charging for the time it took to compile the discs and for
copying them onto customers discs.
If you would like to own these discs then they only cost £2+DISC+SAE each A
bargain. you must surely agree But look - buy both of them for the cheaper price of
23.500 discs+SAE and we'll even throw in a copy of The Office Disc. a collection
of fabulous utilities such as word processors and databases. Just send an extra
disc along with your order.

And get this for good service. We promise to return all discs within three days of us
receiving it, with the ultimate aim of delivering via return post. Once again, though,
this is a limited period offer because Pacific Software will be closing soon. This is
our way of saying thank you to anybody who bought discs from us before

To sum up send:

. Details of the discls) you would like and indicate whether you would
like the Office Disc

. Your name, address and telephone number
, The correctamount of money
. Make all cheques and postal orders payable to DAVID CROOKES

Enclose a SAE.
Wait for a couple of days and then enjoy.

93:11an
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EDITOR: PAUL DWERRVHOUSE, 7 BRUNSWOOD GREEN, HAWARDEN, FLINTSHIRE, CH5 3JA

Telephone 01244 534942 (8.00pm to 9.00pm only thank you)

IARKET STALL

Angie Bardvick (01922) 449730
23 Station Place, Bloxvich
Ralsall, West Midlands RS] 2P1{

REPORTER IR CHIEF

Angela Cook (01903) 206739

Brynpton Cottage, Brunswick Road

Rorthing, Rest Sussex B1111 3110

EXERCISE YOUR FINGERS

Clive Jackson
31 Essex Road, Stanford
Lincs, P149 11.0

TRE ABC 0F PD

Mark Johnson (01375) 677631
13 Ashvay, Corringhan
Essex SSI7 BBB

FAIR COIIIERT

Philip DiRichleau (01522) 51160B
Ground Floor Plat, 121 Rippon Street
Lincoln L115 7116
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Brnie Ruddick
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Run Izett
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address as above

BOOK LIBRARY 4 COIPETITIOR SPOT

John Bowley (01733) 702150
97 'lirrington, Bretton
Peterborough, P113 91'!

TAPE LIBRARY

Arthur Cook (01903) 206739
Brynpton Cottage, Brunswick Road
Worthing, Sussex B1111 3110

YERY BASIC BASIC

Alan lfilling
65 Lawrence Road, Altrinchan
Cheshire, 111114 4111.

IACCI HOIEGRDIII DISC LIBRARY

Dave Stitson
4 Connaught Avenue, Nutley,
Plymouth, PL4 7B1

PD LIBRARY — DISCS 1 T0 18

Dave Stitson
4 Connaught Avenue, Hutley,
Plynouth, P14 7B1

PD LIBRARY - DISCS 19 To 54
Stuart Gascoigne
24 Ietch Road, Lower Rnowle

Bristol, B83 5011

PD LIBRARY - DISCS 55 T0 144

Ian Parker,
24 Oxford Drive, Rest Heads,
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P021 5011

PD LIBRARY - DISCS 05 onwards
Doug Rebb (01257) 411421
4 Lindsay Drive, Chorley,
Lanes, PR7 201.

lACCI SERVICES

Paul Dverryhouse
7 Brunsuood Green
Bavarden
Cluyd
CR5 30A

Phone (01244) 534942

Bx-suftvare house discs ready
formatted and labelled. £1.50
each for 3" and £0.35 for
3.5" 14in order '1110 discs.

The Alternative Firmre
Guide and disc only £5.00

PAST IACCI '8
Frank Aeathervay
3 Glehe Close
Rayleigh
Essex
SS6 BBL

Phone (01268) 784742

01-03, 40-42 50p ine plp
44 , 46-50 509 inc plp
52-62, 65-69.... 50p inc plp
70-73, 75-79 £1 inc pip
110-01, 113-05 £1.50 ditto
Bil-99 ......... £1.50 ditto
6'0 011, grab a back issue.

SUBSCRI PTION FORM ( 1 00 )
NB: Subscription includes club membership.

UK ISSUES @ £2.00 EACH = f.

EUROPE ISSUES @ £2.50 EACH = £

OVERSEAS ISSUES @ £3.00 EACH = f.
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7 Brunswood Green
HAWARDEN
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CH5 3JA

Cheques payable to
WACCI please.
SAE needed for receipt.

The end is near



III I [1 SOFTWARE - HARDWARE - Design
Telephone/Fax: 0141 554 4735

Bumsnrt. Email: cam1@cix.compulink.co.uk
[Hill 10McIntoshcmWellperk, Glasgow, G31 2HW. Scotland. U.K.

NIRVANA - ROM based file and disc management suue, atures include: Disc copy, disc tonnat, tile copy, unerase, change Iile
attributes, automatic catalogueofdrive A and easy to use menu system. Suitable for two drive machines We e note that Nirvana will
only recognisedata and system lonntit discs in drive 13. 1.15.00

MicroDesigii Plus - Menu driven l)'l'l’ page processing package, 'l'wodiscs and two manuals. lligh qualityprint output, Forall Amslmd
Cl’C disc machines with 128k, £2999

Micchrign Extra - Disc ot‘clip—art for use with Mierollesign Plus. Consists of large headline fonts, musical notation symbols,
Ilowchart symbolsetc. ROMlxlS D20 format £13.99 or 3” disc £1499

7719 Maps Libraries For Micro/Jerry" Plus:
a) Maps Of The British Islcx 7 Sixteen [Ii-Res (256k strip format) maps of the coastline, motorways, counties and towns of the UK.
R( )MIX)S [)le format - £12.99 or 3" format { 2 discs ) - £14.99
h) World Maps — Fifteen lit—Res maps ofAmerica, liurope, Asia etc. R()MI)OS D20 format » £12 9‘) or 3" format - £13.99

Page Printer — 24 pin and ink jet printerdriver for Micrelksign l’lLts. liasy to use - good quality print outs. £9.99

DES »’1”he Desktop l‘llll'il’mllncnl. System - Sophisticated CI’C graphical user interface. based on an Apple Maclntosh style WIMP
_

environment.For all CFC disc machines. Disc - £14.99 ROMS (2) - £24.99

Zinl - PC to Cl’C transferprogram,was under Cl’M. Allows the user to swap between a PC and the CPC using an interchangeable
disc format, For all AmstrudCFC disc machinesWith 128k running under CI’MJ. [19,99

ParaDus - SuperbDiscOperating System for use with large format 35" 1} drives, Compatible with and superior to ROMIXJS. This is
the only DOS ROM which should be inserted in R( )M slot seven thereby fi'ecing an extra slot for more software. 121499

The Basic Idea ~ Quality Basie tutorial aimedat the competentBasic programmer. Consists ol'a 42 pagemanual and disc ofexample
programs.£l4.99

Xexor - Sophisticateddisc backuputility, capable of backing up almost all protected (.‘l’C dischL 14.99

Seft—Lok V2.3 " Comprehensivetape to disc utility, designed to transfer speedlockprotectedgames to disc. £14.99

CnmSnft Romhux - Cased 8 socket Romboxcxpandible to 16 sockets, ideal For DIES, I’aral)os, l’rotcxt etc. £35 + £2 postage.

TIIIC I’ROTILVI'SI/IT' he most sophisticated wordprocessing system ever developedfor [he AmslmrlCl’f‘ computer range. Rivals
I6 hit wordproeexa‘urxin emu afutre and range q/feulures.

PRUI‘ EXT - The numberone word prixzessor for AmstradCPC computers. Features include: Fast text editing, iriscrt/ovmwritc modes,
full text formatting, block functions, on screen help and printer control menu, DISC - £1599 ROM — £22.00

PROSPELL - Advanced spell checker for I’Ro'l'liX'l'. Features include: Massive 32,000 word dictionary,can check up to 2000 words
perminute, build/edit/listdictionary,unlimiteddictionary size and word search/anagram feature Will also check files ti'om otherword
processors, DISC -£14.9‘) RUM — £21.00

PROMERCEPLUS - The completemail merge and utility program for l’RO’I'IiX'l' -'eaturcs include: Comprehensivemail merge
function, auto ruler-mating oftext & selectiveprinting. RUM version also allows for two lile editing& backgroundprinting as well as
column work. DISC - £14.99 ROM » £21.00

PROPRINT » l’Rt )‘1‘1iX'1'print enhance-innit program Features include:Multiple fonts within one document, import ot‘ fonts from
other CPC programs, 9 and 241 1 pin printer drivers and an integral (out designer for creationot‘new fonts/editingof imported fonts
DISC — £14.99 ROM - £21.00

DESTEXT - l’uwtu'lirl DHS utility enabling owners ofl)l",S and PRU'I'I'IX'I' on ROM to use the DICS graphical interfacewithin I’rotext
Features include: UniqueWYSIWYGscreen printing option, screen saver& multiple text options,DISC — £9.99

PLEASE ADD £1.00 TO ALL DISC AND ROM ORDERS FOR IST CLASS POSTAGE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM.
AIR MAIL FOR INTERNATIONAL CUSTOMERS - ADD £2.00 PER ORDER.

CUSTOMERS WISHING TO ORDER BY CREDIT CARD PLEASE CALL 014] 554 4735 (24 HR ANSAPHONE)


